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(54) DOWNLINK RESOURCE SCHEDULING METHOD, TERMINAL DEVICE, AND NETWORK 
DEVICE

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a downlink resource scheduling method, a terminal de-
vice, and a network device, to implement dynamic re-
source allocation and improve resource allocation flexi-
bility. The method includes: receiving, by a terminal de-
vice, first pre-scheduling indication information sent by a
network device, where the first pre-scheduling indication
information is used to instruct the terminal device to re-
ceive a first downlink data channel; receiving, by the ter-
minal device according to the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, a downlink signal sent by the network
device, where the downlink signal sent by the network
device includes the first downlink data channel; and de-
tecting, by the terminal device, at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information in the downlink
signal sent by the network device, where the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information is used
by the terminal device to determine a resource occupied
by the first downlink data channel in the downlink signal.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201611118002.6, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on December 7, 2016 and entitled
"DOWNLINK RESOURCE SCHEDULING METHOD,
TERMINAL DEVICE, AND NETWORK DEVICE", and
claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No.
201610878968.3, filed on September 30, 2016 and en-
titled "DOWNLINK RESOURCE SCHEDULING METH-
OD, TERMINAL DEVICE, AND NETWORK DEVICE",
which are incorporated herein by reference in their en-
tireties.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to the communi-
cations field, and more specifically, to a downlink re-
source scheduling method, a terminal device, and a net-
work device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Currently, based on a requirement of the Inter-
national Telecommunication Union (International Tele-
communication Union, ITU for short) for a future commu-
nications system, an air interface in the future communi-
cations system needs to support various services such
as an Enhanced Mobile Broadband (Enhanced Mobile
Broadband, eMBB for short) service, an ultra-reliable and
low latency communications (Ultra-reliable Low Latency
Communication, URLLC for short) service, and a mas-
sive machine type communications (Massive machine-
type communication, Massive MTC for short) service.
[0004] The foregoing different services impose differ-
ent requirements on the communications system, and
some services have a relatively high requirement on a
latency but some services have a relatively low require-
ment on a latency. In the prior art, in a Long Term Evo-
lution (long term evolution, LTE) communications sys-
tem, a network device may send a downlink control chan-
nel to a terminal device, to schedule the terminal device
to send an uplink message of a current service of the
terminal device or receive a downlink message of the
current service of the terminal device on a time-frequency
resource indicated by the downlink control channel.
[0005] Therefore, a solution for flexible resource
scheduling is urgently required to meet requirements of
different services.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a downlink resource scheduling method, a terminal de-
vice, and a network device, to improve resource alloca-
tion flexibility.
[0007] According to a first aspect, a downlink resource
scheduling method is provided, and the method includes:

receiving, by a terminal device, first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information sent by a network device, where the
first pre-scheduling indication information is used to in-
struct the terminal device to receive a first downlink data
channel; receiving, by the terminal device according to
the first pre-scheduling indication information, a downlink
signal sent by the network device, where the downlink
signal sent by the network device includes the first down-
link data channel; and detecting, by the terminal device,
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion in the downlink signal sent by the network device,
where the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used by the terminal device to determine
a resource occupied by the first downlink data channel
in the received downlink signal.
[0008] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the at least one piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information is located after the first pre-scheduling
indication information, and the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information does not need to indicate an end lo-
cation of a time domain resource, so that the network
device can flexibly allocate a resource as required, to
improve resource allocation flexibility. This solution has
relatively high compatibility and expansibility.
[0009] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
resource may be a time domain resource or a frequency
domain resource, or the resource may be a time domain
resource and a frequency domain resource.
[0010] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication information
is carried on a physical control channel, and the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information is
carried on a physical control channel.
[0011] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication information
includes a physical downlink control channel PDCCH.
[0012] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, before the receiving, by a terminal device,
first pre-scheduling indication information sent by a net-
work device, the method further includes: detecting, by
the terminal device, pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion.
[0013] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the detecting, by the terminal device, pre-
scheduling indication information includes: periodically
detecting, by the terminal device, the pre-scheduling in-
dication information.
[0014] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication information
includes at least one of the following information: a start
location of a time domain resource allocated by the net-
work device to the first downlink data channel of the ter-
minal device, a frequency domain location allocated by
the network device to the first downlink data channel, a
detection period for detecting the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information by the terminal
device, and a size of the time domain resource allocated
by the network device to the first downlink data channel.
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[0015] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation includes first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indication
information, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is used to indicate a time domain resource occupied,
in a first time period, by the first downlink data channel
in the downlink signal received by the terminal device,
the first time period is a time period from a moment at
which the terminal device receives the downlink signal
sent by the network device to a moment at which the
terminal device successfully detects the first post-sched-
uling indication information, and the first post-scheduling
indication information is further used to indicate that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is com-
pleted.
[0016] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the time domain resource allocated by the net-
work device to the first downlink data channel may not
be continuous, so that flexibility of allocating a time do-
main resource by the network device can be improved.
In addition, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion indicates that transmission of the first downlink data
channel is completed (or indicates an end location of the
time domain resource of the first downlink data channel)
and the time domain resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel. This method is highly flexible in oper-
ation, and has relatively high compatibility and expansi-
bility.
[0017] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion includes an end identifier that is used to indicate that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is com-
pleted.
[0018] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion and the first pre-scheduling indication information
include a same or corresponding identifier.
[0019] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion and the first pre-scheduling indication information
include a same transmission process ID, or the first post-
scheduling indication information and the first pre-sched-
uling indication information are scrambled by using a
same scrambling code.
[0020] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the first post-scheduling indication information includes
N pieces of occupation indication information, the N piec-
es of occupation indication information are in a one-to-
one correspondence with N time domain units occupied
by the downlink signal received by the terminal device,
and each piece of occupation indication information is
used to indicate whether a corresponding time domain
unit is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
[0021] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the first post-scheduling indication information
includes the N pieces of occupation indication informa-
tion that are in a one-to-one correspondence with the N

time domain units, so that the terminal device can deter-
mine, according to each piece of occupation indication
information, whether the corresponding time domain unit
is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
[0022] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the first pre-scheduling indication information is further
used to indicate a start detection location at which the
terminal device detects the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information.
[0023] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the terminal may detect the first post-schedul-
ing indication information at the start detection location
according to the indication of the first pre-scheduling in-
dication information, so that a quantity of times of detect-
ing the first post-scheduling indication information by the
terminal device can be reduced, and detection efficiency
can be improved.
[0024] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
a jth piece of post-scheduling indication information in the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is located at a preset location of a (j+1)th time domain
scheduling unit occupied by the downlink signal received
by the terminal device, and the jth piece of post-schedul-
ing indication information is used by the terminal device
to determine a time domain resource occupied, in a jth

time domain scheduling unit, by the first downlink data
channel in the received downlink signal, where j≥1.
[0025] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, post-scheduling indication information in each
time domain scheduling unit is used by the terminal de-
vice to determine a time domain unit occupied by the first
downlink data channel in a previous time domain sched-
uling unit of the time domain scheduling unit. The terminal
device may obtain corresponding post-scheduling indi-
cation information at a preset location of each time do-
main scheduling unit, so that accuracy of obtaining post-
scheduling indication information by the terminal device
can be improved.
[0026] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is carried on a downlink control channel PD-
CCH in the (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit.
[0027] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the PDCCH in the (j+1)th time domain sched-
uling unit carries post-scheduling indication information
corresponding to the jth time domain scheduling unit, so
that operability of this solution is high.
[0028] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation includes first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indication
information, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is used to indicate that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is completed, and the first post-sched-
uling indication information is a last piece of post-sched-
uling indication information in the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information.
[0029] In the method in this embodiment of the present
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invention, the first post-scheduling indication information
indicates an end location of the time domain resource of
the first downlink data channel, so that flexibility of allo-
cating a time domain resource by the network device can
be improved. In addition, a time domain resource occu-
pation status of each time domain scheduling unit is in-
dicated by corresponding post-scheduling indication in-
formation, so that the terminal device can efficiently de-
termine a time domain unit used to transmit the first down-
link data channel.
[0030] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used to indicate the time domain resource
occupied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by the
first downlink data channel in the received downlink sig-
nal.
[0031] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation directly indicates the time-frequency resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel in the jth time
domain scheduling unit, so that the terminal device can
directly determine a time domain resource occupation
status of the jth time domain scheduling unit according to
the jth piece of post-scheduling indication information.
[0032] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the first pre-scheduling indication information is used to
indicate the size of the time domain resource allocated
by the network device to the first downlink data channel,
and the method further includes: determining, by the ter-
minal device based on the time domain resource size
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and a size of a time domain resource that is occupied
by the first downlink data channel and that is determined
by the terminal device according to the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information, whether trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed;
and when the terminal device determines that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is not completed,
continuing, by the terminal device, detecting post-sched-
uling indication information.
[0033] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, each time the terminal device successfully de-
tects one piece of post-scheduling indication information,
the terminal device may determine a time domain re-
source occupied by the first downlink data channel in a
previous time domain scheduling unit, so that the terminal
device efficiently obtains the first downlink data channel.
[0034] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the last piece of post-scheduling indication
information in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information is the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information, and the method further includes: deter-
mining, by the terminal device according to post-sched-
uling indication information before the first post-schedul-
ing indication information, that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is not completed, and determin-
ing, by the terminal device according to the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information, that

transmission of the first downlink data channel is com-
pleted.
[0035] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used to indicate a time domain unit that is
reallocated in the jth time domain scheduling unit. In other
words, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation is used to indicate a time domain resource that
is not occupied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by
the first downlink data channel in the received downlink
signal.
[0036] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation indicates a time domain resource that is real-
located in the jth time domain scheduling unit, so that the
terminal device can determine, according to the jth piece
of post-scheduling indication information, that a resource
that is not reallocated in the jth time domain scheduling
unit is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
This indication manner is simple and easy to implement.
[0037] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the jth piece of post-scheduling indication information in-
cludes M pieces of occupation indication information, the
M pieces of occupation indication information are in a
one-to-one correspondence with M time domain units in-
cluded in the jth time domain scheduling unit, and each
piece of occupation indication information is used by the
terminal device to determine whether a corresponding
time domain unit is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel.
[0038] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the terminal device determines, by using M
pieces of occupation indication information included in
each piece of post-scheduling indication information, a
time domain resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel in a corresponding time domain scheduling unit.
This method can improve efficiency of obtaining the first
downlink data channel by the terminal device.
[0039] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, a jth piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information is located at a preset location of a
jth time domain scheduling unit occupied by the downlink
signal received by the terminal device, and the jth piece
of post-scheduling indication information is used by the
terminal device to determine a time domain resource oc-
cupied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by the
downlink data channel in the received downlink signal,
where j≥1.
[0040] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the terminal device may determine, according
to post-scheduling indication information transmitted by
using the jth time domain scheduling unit, the time domain
resource occupied by the first downlink data channel in
the jth time domain scheduling unit, so that the terminal
device efficiently determines, according to post-sched-
uling indication information in each time domain sched-
uling unit, a time domain resource occupied by the first
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downlink data channel in each time domain scheduling
unit.
[0041] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
the method further includes: detecting, by the terminal
device, second pre-scheduling indication information in
the downlink signal sent by the network device, where
the second pre-scheduling indication information is used
to instruct the terminal device to receive a second down-
link data channel. The second pre-scheduling indication
information is located after the first post-scheduling indi-
cation information in time domain.
[0042] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the terminal device simultaneously detects the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion and the second pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion (new pre-scheduling indication information), so that
the terminal device receives the second downlink data
channel (a new second downlink data channel) or deter-
mines whether detection on post-scheduling indication
information is missed.
[0043] In a possible implementation of the first aspect,
post-scheduling indication information that is in the at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication information
and that is used by the terminal device to determine that
transmission of the downlink data is completed is used
to instruct the terminal device to send a hybrid automatic
repeat request HARQ time domain resource.
[0044] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
cause the network device dynamically allocates a time
domain resource to the first downlink data channel, if a
time domain resource for a HARQ feedback is indicated
by using pre-scheduling indication information, the ter-
minal device may need to perform a HARQ feedback
before receiving the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information. Therefore, a HARQ feedback is
indicated by using post-scheduling indication information
that is used by the terminal device to determine that trans-
mission of downlink data is completed, to improve HARQ
feedback accuracy.
[0045] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
first aspect, the post-scheduling indication information
that is used by the terminal device to determine that trans-
mission of the downlink data is completed includes the
first post-scheduling indication information in the possi-
ble implementations of the first aspect.
[0046] According to a second aspect, a downlink re-
source scheduling method is provided, and the method
includes: sending, by a network device, the first pre-
scheduling indication information to a terminal device,
where the first pre-scheduling indication information is
used to instruct the terminal device to receive a first down-
link data channel; and sending, by the network device, a
downlink signal to the terminal device, where the down-
link signal includes the first downlink data channel and
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, and the at least one piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information is used by the terminal device to de-
termine a resource occupied by the first downlink data

channel in the received downlink signal.
[0047] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the network device can flexibly allocate a time
domain resource as required, to improve resource allo-
cation flexibility. This solution has relatively high compat-
ibility and expansibility.
[0048] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation is carried on a physical control channel, and the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is carried on a physical control channel.
[0049] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation includes physical layer signaling.
[0050] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation includes a physical downlink control channel PD-
CCH.
[0051] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation includes at least one of the following information:
a start location of a time domain resource allocated by
the network device to the first downlink data channel of
the terminal device, a frequency domain location allocat-
ed by the network device to the first downlink data chan-
nel, a detection period for detecting the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information by the terminal
device, and a size of the time domain resource allocated
by the network device to the first downlink data channel.
[0052] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information includes first post-scheduling indication in-
formation corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information, the first post-scheduling indication in-
formation is used to indicate a time domain resource oc-
cupied, in a first time period, by the first downlink data
channel in the downlink signal sent by the network device,
the first time period is a time period from a moment at
which the network device sends the downlink signal to a
moment at which the network device sends the first post-
scheduling indication information, and the first post-
scheduling indication information is further used to indi-
cate that transmission of the first downlink data channel
is completed.
[0053] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the time domain resource allocated by the net-
work device to the first downlink data channel may not
be continuous, so that flexibility of allocating a time do-
main resource by the network device can be improved.
[0054] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation includes an end identifier that is used to indicate
that transmission of the first downlink data channel is
completed.
[0055] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation and the first pre-scheduling indication information
include a same or corresponding identifier.
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[0056] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation and the first pre-scheduling indication information
include a same transmission process ID, or the first post-
scheduling indication information and the first pre-sched-
uling indication information are scrambled by using a
same scrambling code.
[0057] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the first post-scheduling indication information in-
cludes N pieces of occupation indication information, the
N pieces of occupation indication information are in a
one-to-one correspondence with N time domain units oc-
cupied by the downlink signal sent by the network device,
and each piece of occupation indication information is
used to indicate whether a corresponding time domain
unit is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
[0058] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the first post-scheduling indication information
includes the N pieces of occupation indication informa-
tion that are in a one-to-one correspondence with the N
time domain units, so that the terminal device can deter-
mine, according to each piece of occupation indication
information, whether the corresponding time domain unit
is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
[0059] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the first pre-scheduling indication information is fur-
ther used to indicate a start detection location at which
the terminal device detects the first post-scheduling in-
dication information.
[0060] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, a jth piece of post-scheduling indication information
in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information is located at a preset location of a (j+1)th time
domain scheduling unit occupied by the downlink signal
received by the terminal device, and the jth piece of post-
scheduling indication information is used by the terminal
device to determine a time domain resource occupied,
in a jth time domain scheduling unit, by the first downlink
data channel in the received downlink signal, where j≥1.
[0061] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, post-scheduling indication information in each
time domain scheduling unit is used by the terminal de-
vice to determine a time domain unit occupied by the first
downlink data channel in a previous time domain sched-
uling unit of the time domain scheduling unit. The terminal
device may obtain corresponding post-scheduling indi-
cation information at a preset location of each time do-
main scheduling unit, so that accuracy of obtaining post-
scheduling indication information by the terminal device
can be improved.
[0062] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is carried on a downlink control channel PD-
CCH in the (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit.
[0063] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the PDCCH in the (j+1)th time domain sched-
uling unit carries post-scheduling indication information
corresponding to the jth time domain scheduling unit, so

that operability of this solution is high.
[0064] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information includes first post-scheduling indication in-
formation corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information, the first post-scheduling indication in-
formation is used to indicate that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed, and the first post-
scheduling indication information is a last piece of post-
scheduling indication information in the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information.
[0065] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the first post-scheduling indication information
indicates an end location of the time domain resource of
the first downlink data channel, so that flexibility of allo-
cating a time domain resource by the network device can
be improved.
[0066] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used to indicate the time domain resource
occupied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by the
first downlink data channel in the received downlink sig-
nal.
[0067] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation directly indicates the time-frequency resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel in the jth time
domain scheduling unit, so that the terminal device can
directly determine a time domain resource occupation
status of the jth time domain scheduling unit according to
the jth piece of post-scheduling indication information.
[0068] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the first pre-scheduling indication information is
used to indicate the size of the time domain resource
allocated by the network device to the first downlink data
channel, so that the terminal device determines, based
on the time domain resource size indicated by the first
pre-scheduling indication information and a size of a time
domain resource that is occupied by the first downlink
data channel and that is determined by the terminal de-
vice according to the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information, whether transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed.
[0069] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the network device may notify, by using the
first pre-scheduling indication information, the terminal
device of the size of the time domain resource allocated
to the terminal device, so that the terminal device can
determine, based on the time domain resource size in-
dicated by the first pre-scheduling indication information
and the size of the time domain resource indicated by
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, whether transmission of the first downlink data
channel is completed.
[0070] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used to indicate a time domain unit that is
reallocated in the jth time domain scheduling unit. In other
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words, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation is used to indicate a time domain resource that
is not occupied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by
the first downlink data channel in the received downlink
signal.
[0071] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation indicates a time domain resource that is real-
located in the jth time domain scheduling unit, so that the
terminal device can determine, according to the jth piece
of post-scheduling indication information, that a resource
that is not reallocated in the jth time domain scheduling
unit is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
This indication manner is simple and easy to implement.
[0072] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the jth piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion includes M pieces of occupation indication informa-
tion, the M pieces of occupation indication information
are in a one-to-one correspondence with M time domain
units included in the jth time domain scheduling unit, and
each piece of occupation indication information is used
by the terminal device to determine whether a corre-
sponding time domain unit is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel.
[0073] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, efficiency of obtaining the first downlink data
channel by the terminal device can be improved.
[0074] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, a jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information is located at a preset location of a
jth time domain scheduling unit occupied by the downlink
signal sent by the network device, and the jth piece of
post-scheduling indication information is used by the ter-
minal device to determine a time domain resource occu-
pied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by the down-
link data channel in the received downlink signal, where
j≥1.
[0075] In the method in this embodiment of the present
invention, the terminal device may determine, according
to post-scheduling indication information transmitted by
using the jth time domain scheduling unit, the time domain
resource occupied by the first downlink data channel in
the jth time domain scheduling unit, so that the terminal
device efficiently determines, according to post-sched-
uling indication information in each time domain sched-
uling unit, a time domain resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel in each time domain scheduling
unit.
[0076] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, the downlink signal further includes second pre-
scheduling indication information, and the second pre-
scheduling indication information is used to instruct the
terminal device to receive a second downlink data chan-
nel.
[0077] In a possible implementation of the second as-
pect, post-scheduling indication information that is in the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-

tion and that is used by the terminal device to determine
that transmission of the downlink data is completed is
used to instruct the terminal device to send a hybrid au-
tomatic repeat request HARQ time domain resource.
[0078] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
cause the network device dynamically allocates a time
domain resource to the first downlink data channel, if a
time domain resource for a HARQ feedback is indicated
by using pre-scheduling indication information, the ter-
minal device may need to perform a HARQ feedback
before receiving the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information. Therefore, a HARQ feedback is
indicated by using post-scheduling indication information
that is used by the terminal device to determine that trans-
mission of downlink data is completed, to improve HARQ
feedback accuracy.
[0079] Optionally, in a possible implementation of the
second aspect, the post-scheduling indication informa-
tion that is used by the terminal device to determine that
transmission of the downlink data is completed includes
the first post-scheduling indication information in the pos-
sible implementations of the second aspect.
[0080] According to a third aspect, a terminal device
is provided. The terminal device is configured to perform
the method in the first aspect or any possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect. Specifically, the terminal device
includes a module for performing the method in the first
aspect or any possible implementation of the first aspect.
[0081] According to a fourth aspect, a network device
is provided. The network device is configured to perform
the method in the second aspect or any possible imple-
mentation of the second aspect. Specifically, the network
device includes a module for performing the method in
the second aspect or any possible implementation of the
second aspect.
[0082] According to a fifth aspect, a terminal device is
provided. The terminal device includes a processor, a
transceiver, and a memory. Optionally, the terminal de-
vice further includes a bus system. The transceiver, the
memory, and the processor are connected by using the
bus system. The memory is configured to store an in-
struction. The processor is configured to execute the in-
struction stored in the memory, to control the transceiver
to receive or send a signal, and when the processor ex-
ecutes the instruction stored in the memory, the proces-
sor performs the method in the first aspect or any possible
implementation of the first aspect.
[0083] According to a sixth aspect, a network device
is provided. The network device includes a processor, a
transceiver, and a memory. Optionally, the network de-
vice further includes a bus system. The transceiver, the
memory, and the processor are connected by using the
bus system. The memory is configured to store an in-
struction. The processor is configured to execute the in-
struction stored in the memory, to control the transceiver
to receive or send a signal, and when the processor ex-
ecutes the instruction stored in the memory, the proces-
sor performs the method in the second aspect or any
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possible implementation of the second aspect.
[0084] According to a seventh aspect, a computer stor-
age medium is provided. The computer storage medium
stores program code, and the program code is used to
instruct to perform the method in the first aspect or any
possible implementation of the first aspect.
[0085] According to an eighth aspect, a computer stor-
age medium is provided. The computer storage medium
stores program code, and the program code is used to
instruct to perform the method in the second aspect or
any possible implementation of the second aspect.
[0086] Optionally, in the foregoing embodiment, a jth

piece of post-scheduling indication information in the at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication information
is located at a preset location of the jth time domain sched-
uling unit occupied by the downlink signal received by
the terminal device, and the jth piece of post-scheduling
indication information is used by the terminal device to
determine a time domain resource occupied, in the jth

time domain scheduling unit, by the first downlink data
channel in the received downlink signal, where j≥1. That
is, post-scheduling indication information in a current
time domain scheduling unit is used to indicate a time
domain resource occupation status of the current time
domain scheduling unit.
[0087] Optionally, in the first aspect, the detecting, by
the terminal device, at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information in the downlink signal sent by the
network device includes: obtaining, by the terminal de-
vice, post-scheduling indication information in a first time
domain scheduling unit, where the post-scheduling indi-
cation information n is used to indicate a resource that
is in a second time domain scheduling unit and that is
used to send the first downlink data channel, and the first
time domain scheduling unit is the same as the second
time domain scheduling unit or the first time domain
scheduling unit is located after the second time domain
scheduling unit.
[0088] The first aspect may further include:

determining, by the terminal device, that a size of
the resource that is in the second time domain sched-
uling unit and that is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel is less than the size that is of the
resource allocated to the first downlink data channel
and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information; and
receiving, by the terminal device by detecting a third
time domain scheduling unit, a first downlink data
channel that is not sent in the second time domain
scheduling unit, where the third time domain sched-
uling unit is located after the second time domain
scheduling unit.

[0089] Optionally, in the first aspect, the detecting, by
the terminal device, at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information in the downlink signal sent by the
network device includes: obtaining, by the terminal de-

vice, post-scheduling indication information in a first time
domain scheduling unit, where the post-scheduling indi-
cation information n is used to indicate a resource that
is in a second time domain scheduling unit and that is
used to send the first downlink data channel, and the first
time domain scheduling unit is the same as the second
time domain scheduling unit or the first time domain
scheduling unit is located after the second time domain
scheduling unit.
[0090] The first aspect may further include:

determining, by the terminal device, that a size of
the resource that is in the second time domain sched-
uling unit and that is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel is less than the size that is of the
resource allocated to the first downlink data channel
and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information; and
receiving, by the terminal device by detecting a third
time domain scheduling unit, a first downlink data
channel that is not sent in the second time domain
scheduling unit, where the third time domain sched-
uling unit is located after the second time domain
scheduling unit.

[0091] It should be noted that, if the first time domain
scheduling unit is located after the second time domain
scheduling unit, the third time domain scheduling unit
may be the same as the first time domain scheduling unit.
[0092] Optionally, the receiving, by the terminal device
by detecting a third time domain scheduling unit, a first
downlink data channel that is not sent in the second time
domain scheduling unit includes:
receiving, by the terminal device, by detecting a first part
of resources in the third time domain scheduling unit, the
first downlink data channel that is not sent in the second
time domain scheduling unit, where the third time domain
scheduling unit includes the first part of resources and a
second part of resources, and the second part of resourc-
es are predefined resources that are not used to transmit
data.
[0093] Optionally, the resource that is allocated to the
first downlink data channel and that is indicated by the
first pre-scheduling indication information includes a first
frequency domain resource, the first part of resources
include a second frequency domain resource, and the
second frequency domain resource included in the first
part of resources is in a same frequency domain location
as the first frequency domain resource.
[0094] That is, when detecting the third time domain
scheduling unit, the terminal device detects a resource
that is in the third time domain scheduling unit and whose
frequency domain location is the same as a frequency
domain location of the resource that is allocated to the
first downlink data channel and that is indicated by the
first pre-scheduling indication information.
[0095] In this optional implementation, resource sizes
are compared to determine whether transmission of the
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first downlink data channel is completed, and resources
at a same frequency domain location are detected.
Therefore, the network device does not need to indicate
a frequency domain location to the terminal device, to
reduce signaling overheads.
[0096] It should be noted that, in the foregoing optional
implementation, the first downlink data channel that is
not sent in the second time domain scheduling unit may
be carried on a plurality of time domain scheduling units,
and the terminal device may receive, in another time do-
main scheduling unit in the same manner, another first
downlink data channel that is not sent in the second time
domain scheduling unit. A difference lies in that when the
terminal device determines whether transmission of the
first downlink data channel is completed, the terminal de-
vice compares sizes of all resources that are in all second
time domain scheduling units and that are used to trans-
mit the first downlink data channel with the size of the
resource that is allocated to the first downlink data chan-
nel and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information.
[0097] For the foregoing optional implementation, an
optional implementation corresponding to the network
device is as follows:
[0098] Optionally, in the second aspect, the first pre-
scheduling indication information is specifically used to
instruct the terminal device to receive the first downlink
data channel in a first time domain scheduling unit set.
The first downlink data channel included in the downlink
signal sent by the network device to the terminal device
is carried in a second time domain scheduling unit set,
the first time domain scheduling unit set is totally different
from the second time domain scheduling unit set, or the
second time domain scheduling unit set includes the first
time domain scheduling unit set, or the second time do-
main scheduling unit set partially overlaps with the first
time domain scheduling unit set.
[0099] It should be noted that, the first time domain
scheduling unit set herein may include one or more time
domain scheduling units, and the second time domain
scheduling unit set may also include one or more time
domain scheduling units.
[0100] Optionally, the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation includes first resource information, and the first
resource information indicates a resource of the first
downlink data channel.
[0101] Some post-scheduling indication information in
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation further includes second resource information, and
the second resource information indicates resource in-
formation of a first downlink data channel on which trans-
mission is not completed and that is carried on the re-
source indicated by the first resource information.
[0102] In another optional implementation, after the
terminal device in the first aspect receives the first pre-
scheduling indication information sent by the network de-
vice, the terminal device further receives at least one
physical layer control channel sent by the network device.

The at least one physical layer control channel is used
to indicate some or all resources occupied by the first
downlink data channel. Correspondingly, in the second
aspect, after the network device sends the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the network device fur-
ther sends the at least one physical layer control channel
to the user equipment.
[0103] In still another optional implementation, in the
first aspect, the terminal device further receives a first
threshold sent by the network device. The first threshold
is used to determine whether to continue receiving the
first downlink data channel. The first threshold may be
sent by the network device in a semi-static manner, for
example, by using radio resource control (radio resource
control, RRC) signaling. Correspondingly, in the second
aspect, the network device further sends the first thresh-
old to the terminal device.
[0104] In this manner, the terminal device may further
determine, based on the resource size indicated by the
first pre-scheduling indication information, the first
threshold, and the size of the resource determined by
the terminal device according to the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information, whether to
continue receiving the first downlink data channel. Cor-
respondingly, the network device may further determine,
based on the resource size indicated by the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the first threshold, and
the size of the resource indicated by the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information, whether
to continue sending the first downlink data channel to the
terminal device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0105] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention more clearly, the fol-
lowing briefly describes the accompanying drawings re-
quired for describing the embodiments of the present in-
vention. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description show merely some embodiments
of the present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in
the art may still derive other drawings from these accom-
panying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of an example of a
downlink resource scheduling method according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an example of a
resource diagram according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are a schematic diagram of
another example of a resource diagram according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are a schematic diagram of still
another example of a resource diagram according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of another example
of a downlink resource scheduling method according
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to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an example
of a terminal device according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of an example
of a network device according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of another ex-
ample of a terminal device according to an embod-
iment of the present invention; and
FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of another ex-
ample of a network device according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0106] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the described embodiments are some but not all of the
embodiments of the present invention. All other embod-
iments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art
based on the embodiments of the present invention with-
out creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention.
[0107] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the described embodiments are some but not all of the
embodiments of the present invention. All other embod-
iments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art
based on the embodiments of the present invention with-
out creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention.
[0108] Terminologies such as "component", "module",
and "system" used in this specification are used to indi-
cate computer-related entities, hardware, firmware, com-
binations of hardware and software, software, or software
being executed. For example, a component may be but
is not limited to a process that runs on a processor, a
processor, an object, an executable file, a thread of ex-
ecution, a program, and/or a computer. As shown in fig-
ures, both a computing device and an application that
runs on a computing device may be components. F com-
ponents may reside within a process and/or a thread of
execution, and a component may be located on one com-
puter and/or distributed between two or more computers.
In addition, these components may be executed from
various computer readable media that store various data
structures. The components may communicate by using
a local and/or remote process and according to, for ex-
ample, a signal having F data packets (for example, data
from two components interacting with another compo-
nent in a local system, a distributed system, and/or across
a network such as the Internet interacting with other sys-
tems by using the signal).

[0109] The embodiments are described in the present
invention with reference to a terminal device. The termi-
nal device (Terminal) may be referred to as user equip-
ment (User Equipment, terminal device), a mobile station
(Mobile Station, MS), a mobile terminal device (Mobile
Terminal), or the like. The terminal device may commu-
nicate with F core networks by using a radio access net-
work (Radio Access Network, RAN). For example, the
terminal device may be a mobile phone (or referred to
as a "cellular" phone) or a computer with a mobile terminal
device. For example, the terminal device may be a port-
able, pocket-sized, handheld, computer built-in, or in-ve-
hicle mobile apparatus, or a terminal device in a future
5G network, which exchanges voice and/or data with the
radio access network.
[0110] In addition, the embodiments are described in
the present invention with reference to a network device.
The network device may be an evolved NodeB (Evolved
NodeB, eNB or e-NodeB for short), a macro base station,
a micro base station (also referred to as a "small cell"),
a pico base station, an access point (Access Point, AP),
a transmission point (Transmission Point, TP), or the like
in a Long Term Evolution (Long Term Evolution, LTE)
system or its evolved system or a future 5G network.
[0111] It should be understood that the technical solu-
tions in the embodiments of the present invention may
be applied to various communications systems such as
the LTE system or a 5G system, or may be applied to
another communications system in which a reference
signal needs to be transmitted or signal transmit power
needs to be adjusted.
[0112] It should be further understood that a symbol is
referred to as a single carrier frequency division multiple
access (Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess, SC-FDMA) symbol.
[0113] In the existing Long Term Evolution (Long Term
Evolution, LTE) system, before sending downlink data to
a terminal device, a network device first sends scheduling
indication information to the terminal device. The sched-
uling indication information is used to indicate a start lo-
cation and an end location of a time-frequency resource
to be allocated by the network device to the terminal de-
vice. After receiving the scheduling indication informa-
tion, the terminal device receives a downlink signal on
the time-frequency resource corresponding to the start
location and the end location.
[0114] In this downlink resource scheduling method,
the location of the time-frequency resource allocated by
the network device to the terminal device is fixed. Con-
sequently, flexibility of allocating a resource by the net-
work device is relatively low, and a user requirement can-
not be met in some cases. For example, after allocating
a time-frequency resource to an Enhanced Mobile Broad-
band (Enhanced Mobile Broadband, eMBB) user, the
network device further needs to allocate a time-frequency
resource to an ultra-reliable and low latency communi-
cations (Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communica-
tions, URLLC) user, and the URLLC user and the eMBB
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user use a same frequency band. The network device
can allocate, to the URLLC user, only a time domain re-
source that is located after a time domain resource oc-
cupied by a service of the eMBB user. However, an
amount of data of the URLLC service is relatively small
but the URLLC service has a relatively high requirement
on a latency, and consequently, a requirement of the
URLLC user cannot be met. Therefore, a solution for flex-
ible resource scheduling is urgently required to meet re-
quirements of different services. The following describes
in detail the downlink resource scheduling method in the
embodiments of the present invention with reference to
FIG. 1, so that the network device can flexibly allocate a
time domain resource.
[0115] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of an example
of a downlink resource scheduling method according to
an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 1 shows
steps or operations of a downlink resource scheduling
method 100, but the steps or the operations are merely
an example, and other operations or variants of the op-
erations in FIG. 1 may be further performed in this em-
bodiment of the present invention. In addition, the steps
in FIG. 1 may be performed in a sequence different from
that shown in FIG. 1, and possibly, not all the operations
in FIG. 1 need to be performed. The downlink resource
scheduling method 100 may include:

S110. A network device sends the first pre-schedul-
ing indication information to a terminal device, and
correspondingly, the terminal device receives the
first pre-scheduling indication information sent by the
network device, where the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information is used to instruct the terminal de-
vice to receive a first downlink data channel.
S120. The network device sends a downlink signal
to the terminal device, and correspondingly, the ter-
minal device receives, according to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the downlink sig-
nal sent by the network device, where the downlink
signal includes the first downlink data channel.
S130. The terminal device detects at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information in the
downlink signal sent by the network device, where
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used by the terminal device to deter-
mine a resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel in the received downlink signal.

[0116] The resource may be a time domain resource
or a frequency domain resource. Certainly, the resource
may alternatively be a time domain resource and a fre-
quency domain resource.
[0117] Specifically, the network device may send the
first pre-scheduling indication information to the terminal
device. After receiving the first pre-scheduling indication
information, the terminal device may determine that the
first downlink data channel needs to be received, and
according to the instruction of the first pre-scheduling in-

dication information, start to receive the downlink signal
sent by the network device. The terminal device detects
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation in the downlink signal sent by the network device,
and determines, according to the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, which time do-
main resource in time domain resources occupied by the
received downlink signal is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel and/or determines, according to
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, which frequency domain resource in frequency
domain resources occupied by the received downlink sig-
nal is used to transmit the first downlink data channel. In
other words, the terminal device may obtain the first
downlink data channel from the received downlink signal
according to the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information. The detecting at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information means that the
terminal device (continuously) detects the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information in the re-
ceived signal.
[0118] In the foregoing implementation process, step
S120 may be performed before step S130. It should be
noted that, in the implementation process, step 120 may
be alternatively performed after step 130. The network
device may send the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation to the terminal device. After receiving the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the terminal device
may determine that the first downlink data channel needs
to be received, and according to the instruction of the
first pre-scheduling indication information, start to re-
ceive the downlink signal sent by the network device.
The terminal device detects the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information in the downlink signal
sent by the network device, and determines, according
to the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information, which time domain resource in time domain
resources occupied by the received downlink signal is
used to transmit the first downlink data channel and/or
determines, according to the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information, which frequency do-
main resource in frequency domain resources occupied
by the received downlink signal is used to transmit the
first downlink data channel. The terminal device may fur-
ther determine, according to the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, whether to con-
tinue receiving the first downlink data channel. If the ter-
minal device determines to continue receiving the first
downlink data channel, the terminal device may continue
detecting at least one piece of other post-scheduling in-
dication information in the downlink signal sent by the
network device, and determine, according to the at least
one piece of other post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, which time domain resource in the time domain re-
sources occupied by the received downlink signal is used
to transmit the first downlink data channel and/or deter-
mine, according to the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information, which frequency domain re-
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source in the frequency domain resources occupied by
the received downlink signal is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel. In other words, the terminal de-
vice may obtain the first downlink data channel from the
received downlink signal according to the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information, and de-
termine whether to continue receiving the first downlink
data channel. If the terminal device determines to con-
tinue receiving the first downlink data channel, the termi-
nal device may further obtain the first downlink data chan-
nel from the received downlink signal according to the at
least one piece of other post-scheduling indication infor-
mation.
[0119] It should be noted that, a time domain start lo-
cation occupied by the downlink signal in this embodi-
ment of the present invention is the same as a time do-
main location occupied by the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information, or is located after the time domain
location occupied by the first pre-scheduling indication
information.
[0120] Optionally, both pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation and/or post-scheduling indication information in
this embodiment of the present invention may be carried
on a physical control channel. For example, the first pre-
scheduling indication information may include a physical
downlink control channel (Physical Downlink Control
Channel, PDCCH). It should be noted that, if the first pre-
scheduling indication information is a PDCCH, a re-
source allocated to the terminal device based on the PD-
CCH may be occupied by another device in this embod-
iment of the present invention. In other words, a time
domain resource and/or a frequency domain resource
indicated by the PDCCH may be flexibly allocated or re-
allocated. In this case, the terminal device may deter-
mine, according to the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information and the first pre-scheduling
indication information, a time domain resource and/or a
frequency domain resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel, to obtain the first downlink data chan-
nel.
[0121] For another example, post-scheduling indica-
tion information in this embodiment of the present inven-
tion may also be a PDCCH. In other words, the post-
scheduling indication information in this embodiment of
the present invention is carried on the PDCCH. Details
are described subsequently.
[0122] Compared with the prior art in which the network
device allocates a fixed-size time domain resource
and/or a fixed-size frequency domain resource to the first
downlink data channel of the terminal device (a start lo-
cation and an end location of a time domain resource
allocated to the first downlink data channel are indicated
by using one piece of scheduling indication information,
the first downlink data channel can be transmitted only
on a time domain resource between the start location
and the end location, and correspondingly, if frequency
domain is fixed, the time domain resource between the
start location and the end location can be used only to

transmit the first downlink data channel; and/or a start
location and an end location of a frequency domain re-
source allocated to the first downlink data channel are
indicated by using one piece of scheduling indication in-
formation, the first downlink data channel can be trans-
mitted only on a frequency domain resource between the
start location and the end location, and correspondingly,
if a time domain resource is determined, the frequency
domain resource between the start location and the end
location can be used only to transmit the first downlink
data channel), in the method in this embodiment of the
present invention, a time domain resource and/or a fre-
quency domain resource can be dynamically allocated
to the first downlink data channel, and data transmission
of a plurality of types of terminal devices can be compat-
ibly performed, to improve terminal device experience.
[0123] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of
the present invention, a time domain resource may in-
clude at least one time domain scheduling unit in time
domain, and the time domain scheduling unit may be a
unit of a time domain resource that can be scheduled.
The time domain scheduling unit in this embodiment of
the present invention may be specified in a standard, or
may be configured by the network device for the terminal
device. For example, one time domain scheduling unit
specified in the standard or configured by a network may
be one subframe (for example, 14 OFDM symbols or
duration of one millisecond), one slot (for example, seven
OFDM symbols or 14 OFDM symbols), one mini slot (for
example, seven OFDM symbols or less than seven
OFDM symbols or less than 14 OFDM symbols), two mini
slots (each mini slot includes two OFDM symbols), or
one OFDM symbol. Scheduling units of all terminal de-
vices served by the network device may be the same or
may be different.
[0124] It should be further noted that, in this embodi-
ment of the present invention, each time domain sched-
uling unit includes at least one time domain unit, and the
time domain unit may be a mini slot or a symbol. For
example, the standard may further specify that one time
domain scheduling unit includes a plurality of mini slots,
and a quantity of OFDM symbols included in each mini
slot corresponds to an index of the mini slot. For example,
the standard may specify that one time domain schedul-
ing unit includes six mini slots, and the mini slots succes-
sively correspond to three OFDM symbols, two OFDM
symbols, two OFDM symbols, three OFDM symbols, two
OFDM symbols, and two OFDM symbols, or two OFDM
symbols, two OFDM symbols, three OFDM symbols, two
OFDM symbols, two OFDM symbols, and three OFDM
symbols. For another example, the standard may specify
that one time domain scheduling unit includes three mini
slots, and the mini slots successively correspond to three
OFDM symbols, two OFDM symbols, and two OFDM
symbols, or two OFDM symbols, two OFDM symbols,
and three OFDM symbols. For another example, the
standard may specify that one time domain scheduling
unit includes four mini slots, and the mini slots succes-
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sively correspond to four OFDM symbols, three OFDM
symbols, four OFDM symbols, and three OFDM symbols,
or three OFDM symbols, four OFDM symbols, three
OFDM symbols, and four OFDM symbols. For another
example, the standard may specify that one time domain
scheduling unit includes two mini slots, and the mini slots
successively correspond to four OFDM symbols and
three OFDM symbols, or three OFDM symbols and four
OFDM symbols. Optionally, a time domain scheduling
unit may include at least one mini slot and at least one
OFDM symbol. For example, if one time domain sched-
uling unit includes seven OFDM symbols, the time do-
main scheduling unit may include two mini slots and three
OFDM symbols, or may include three mini slots and one
OFDM symbol, or may include one mini slot and five
OFDM symbols, and one mini slot includes two OFDM
symbols.
[0125] In this embodiment of the present invention, a
frequency domain resource may be a resource block or
a resource block group. Certainly, the frequency domain
resource may alternatively be another unit.
[0126] Further, the resource block group may include
one or more resource blocks. A quantity of resource
blocks included in the resource block group may be fixed.
For example, the quantity is specified in a communica-
tions standard. Alternatively, the quantity of resource
blocks included in the resource block group may be var-
iable. For example, the network device and the terminal
device may determine, based on frequency domain
bandwidth allocated to the terminal device for uplink or
downlink data channel transmission, the quantity of re-
source blocks included in the resource block group, or
the network device and the terminal device may deter-
mine, based on carrier bandwidth configured for the ter-
minal device, the quantity of resource blocks included in
the resource block group. A carrier may be configured
by the network device for the terminal device. Different
carriers may be configured for different terminal devices
on a same frequency domain resource, Frequency do-
main ranges of the carriers of the different terminal de-
vices may overlap with each other, frequency domain
start locations and frequency domain end locations of
the different carriers may be different, and/or bandwidth
of the different carriers may be different.
[0127] In addition, a time domain scheduling unit in this
embodiment of the present invention may be alternatively
configured by the network device by using system infor-
mation, broadcast information, or higher layer signaling.
For a possible time domain scheduling unit, refer to the
foregoing descriptions. For brevity, details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0128] It should be further noted that, the time domain
scheduling unit may be specified in an existing standard,
or may be another unit, of a time domain resource that
can be scheduled, newly introduced in a future 5G system
or another communications system. Likewise, at least
one time domain unit included in the time domain sched-
uling unit may be a mini slot or a symbol, or may be

another time domain unit introduced in a future commu-
nications system.
[0129] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of
the present invention, the first downlink data channel may
include a part on which transmission is completed and a
part on which transmission is not completed. In an op-
tional example, the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information may be further used by the terminal
device to determine whether transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed. When the terminal
device determines, according to the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information, that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is not completed,
the terminal device may continue detecting post-sched-
uling indication information. This solution is described in
detail subsequently. When the terminal device deter-
mines, according to the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information, that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is not completed, the terminal de-
vice may further determine a time domain resource lo-
cation and/or a frequency domain resource location used
to carry the first downlink data channel.
[0130] The method in this embodiment of the present
invention is described above from an overall perspective.
The following describes in detail the first pre-scheduling
indication information and post-scheduling indication in-
formation in this embodiment of the present invention.

First pre-scheduling indication information:

[0131] The terminal device may first detect the first pre-
scheduling indication information before receiving the
first pre-scheduling indication information. Optionally, the
terminal device may periodically detect the first pre-
scheduling indication information. A detection period for
detecting the first pre-scheduling indication information
by the terminal device may be the same as or different
from a detection period for detecting the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information. The detection
period may be at least one OFDM symbol, or may be at
least one mini slot, one slot, or one or more other time
domain units. After receiving the first pre-scheduling in-
dication information, the terminal device may learn that
the downlink signal needs to be received. Further, the
first pre-scheduling indication information may be further
used to indicate at least one of the following information:

1. Frequency domain location at which the first down-
link data channel is received.

[0132] Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication
information may be used to indicate a frequency domain
location allocated by the network device to the first down-
link data channel. After receiving the first pre-scheduling
indication information, the terminal device may detect the
first downlink data channel at the frequency domain lo-
cation. The first pre-scheduling indication information
may indicate the frequency domain location in at least
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one of the following two forms:

a. The first pre-scheduling indication information
may include a start sequence number and an end
sequence number of a frequency domain resource
block or a frequency domain resource block group.
b. The first pre-scheduling indication information
may include a start sequence number of a frequency
domain resource block or a frequency domain re-
source block group and a total quantity of frequency
domain resource blocks or frequency domain re-
source block groups.

[0133] The resource block group may include at least
one resource block. For details, refer to the foregoing
descriptions.
[0134] Optionally, when the network device allocates
a time domain resource including more than one time
domain unit to the terminal device, the network device
may allocate different frequency domain locations to the
terminal device in different time domain units. For exam-
ple, in the time domain resource that is occupied by the
first downlink data channel and that is determined by the
terminal device according to the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, the frequency do-
main location of the first downlink data channel may re-
main unchanged, or may change in different time domain
units. Optionally, a frequency domain location of the
downlink signal is greater than or equal to the frequency
domain location of the first downlink data channel. For
example, a frequency domain resource occupied by the
downlink signal may be the same as a frequency domain
resource allocated by the network device to the first
downlink data channel. In other words, the network de-
vice may send the downlink signal on the frequency do-
main resource allocated to the first downlink data chan-
nel.
[0135] 2. Time domain start location at which the down-
link signal is received.
[0136] Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication
information may be further used to indicate a time domain
start location at which the terminal device receives the
downlink signal. Further, the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information may be used to indicate a start location
of a time domain resource allocated by the network de-
vice to the first downlink data channel. The time domain
start location may be indicated in at least the following
two manners:

a. The time domain start location is implicitly indicat-
ed. The first pre-scheduling indication information is
used as an indication, that is, the terminal device
starts to receive the downlink signal immediately af-
ter receiving the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation.
b. The time domain start location is explicitly indicat-
ed. The first pre-scheduling indication information
may carry time domain start information, and the time

domain start information is used to indicate the time
domain start location at which the terminal device
receives the downlink signal. Further, the first pre-
scheduling indication information may be used to in-
dicate a time domain start location allocated by the
network device to the first downlink data channel.

[0137] Based on 1 and 2, S120 may include:
the terminal device receives, starting from the time do-
main start location at the frequency domain location ac-
cording to the first pre-scheduling indication information,
the downlink signal sent by the network device.
[0138] 3. Size of a time domain resource allocated to
the first downlink data channel.
[0139] Specifically, the network device may notify, by
using the first pre-scheduling indication information, the
terminal device of the size of the time domain resource
allocated to the first downlink data channel. After receiv-
ing the first pre-scheduling indication information, the ter-
minal device may learn of the size of the time domain
resource allocated to the first downlink data channel.
[0140] 3a. Time domain end location at which the
downlink signal is received.
[0141] Optionally, the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation may further include the time domain end loca-
tion at which the downlink signal is received. It should be
noted that, the time domain end location herein may be
specifically a time domain end location of the first down-
link data channel.
[0142] Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication
information may be further used to indicate a time domain
end location at which the terminal device receives the
downlink signal. Further, the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information may be used to indicate an end location
of the time domain resource allocated by the network
device to the first downlink data channel. For the time
domain end location at which the downlink signal is re-
ceived, if a time domain resource and/or a frequency do-
main resource allocated by the network device to the
terminal device by using the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information are/is not reallocated in a downlink signal
transmission process, the time domain end location may
be an actual end location; if a time domain resource
and/or a frequency domain resource allocated by the net-
work device to the terminal device by using the first pre-
scheduling indication information are/is reallocated in a
downlink signal transmission process, the time domain
end location may be an actual end location of the first
downlink data channel scheduled by using the first pre-
scheduling indication information or may not be the actual
end location of the first downlink data channel scheduled
by using the first pre-scheduling indication information.
This solution is described in detail subsequently. The
time domain end location may be indicated in at least the
following two manners:

a. The time domain end location is implicitly indicat-
ed. For example, the time domain end location may
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be an end location of a time domain scheduling unit
in which the first pre-scheduling information is locat-
ed, that is, the terminal device receives the downlink
signal starting from the time domain start location
indicated by the first pre-scheduling information to
the end location of the time domain scheduling unit
in which the first pre-scheduling information is locat-
ed. For another example, if the first pre-scheduling
information is used to indicate the time domain start
location at which the terminal device receives the
downlink signal, the time domain end location may
be an end location of a time domain scheduling unit
corresponding to the time domain start location, that
is, the terminal device receives the downlink signal
starting from the time domain start location indicated
by the first pre-scheduling indication information to
the end location of the time domain scheduling unit
corresponding to the time domain start location.
b. The time domain end location is explicitly indicat-
ed. The first pre-scheduling indication information
may carry time domain end information, and the time
domain end information is used to indicate the time
domain end location at which the terminal device re-
ceives the downlink signal. Further, the first pre-
scheduling indication information may be used to in-
dicate a time domain end location allocated by the
network device to the first downlink data channel.

[0143] It may be understood that the time domain start
location of the downlink signal, the size of the time domain
resource allocated to the first downlink data channel, and
the time domain end location of the downlink signal in
this embodiment of the present invention are used to de-
termine a time domain resource location. The time do-
main resource location may be determined by using two
of the three types of information. Therefore, the first pre-
scheduling indication information may include any two or
all of the three types of information.
[0144] 4. Start detection location at which post-sched-
uling indication information is detected.
[0145] Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication
information may be further used to indicate the start de-
tection location at which post-scheduling indication infor-
mation is detected, so that the terminal device can directly
perform detection at the start detection location, to im-
prove efficiency of detecting post-scheduling indication
information by the terminal device.
[0146] It should be noted that, various detection loca-
tions (for example, both a start detection location and an
end detection location) in this embodiment of the present
invention include a time domain location.
[0147] Optionally, when the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information indicates the start detection location,
the first pre-scheduling indication information may indi-
cate the start detection location in at least the following
manners:

a. The first pre-scheduling indication information is

used to indicate a first time domain unit offset, and
the first time domain unit offset is a time domain unit
offset between a first time domain unit in which the
first pre-scheduling indication information is located
and a second time domain unit corresponding to the
start detection location. The terminal device may de-
termine a location of the second time domain unit
based on the first time domain unit offset and the
first time domain unit to determine the start detection
location.
b. The first pre-scheduling indication information is
used to indicate a second time domain unit offset,
and the second time domain unit offset is a time do-
main unit offset between a third time domain unit
corresponding to the time domain start location at
which the terminal device starts to receive the down-
link signal and a second time domain unit corre-
sponding to the start detection location. The terminal
device may determine a location of the second time
domain unit based on the second time domain unit
offset and the second time domain unit to determine
the start detection location.
c. When the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion is further used to indicate the size of the time
domain resource allocated to the first downlink data
channel, the terminal device may determine the start
detection location based on the time domain re-
source size indicated by the first pre-scheduling in-
dication information. For example, the network de-
vice allocates N time domain units to the first down-
link data channel. Therefore, the terminal device may
determine that a time domain unit occupied by post-
scheduling indication information is not in the first N-
1 time domain units occupied by the downlink signal,
and the terminal device determines to detect the first
post-scheduling indication information in an Nth time
domain unit occupied by the downlink signal, or de-
tect the first post-scheduling indication information
in an (N+1)th time domain unit.
d. When the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion may be further used to indicate the time domain
end location of the first downlink data channel, the
terminal device may determine the start detection
location based on the time domain end location that
is of the first downlink data channel and that is indi-
cated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion. For example, the terminal device determines to
detect the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion in a last time domain unit s occupied by the first
downlink data channel, or detect the first post-sched-
uling indication information in a time domain unit s+1
after the last time domain unit occupied by the first
downlink data channel.

[0148] 5. Detection period for detecting post-schedul-
ing indication information.
[0149] Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication
information may be further used to indicate a detection
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period for detecting post-scheduling indication informa-
tion by the terminal device, and the terminal device may
detect the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information based on the detection period.
[0150] 6. End detection location at which post-sched-
uling indication information is detected.
[0151] Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication
information may be further used to indicate the end de-
tection location at which post-scheduling indication infor-
mation is detected. After the terminal device starts to de-
tect the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information, if the terminal device still fails to detect the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion at the end detection location (or the at least one piece
of successfully detected post-scheduling indication infor-
mation does not meet a standard, which is described in
detail subsequently), the terminal device may stop de-
tecting post-scheduling indication information corre-
sponding to the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion.
[0152] 7. Related information of hybrid automatic re-
peat request (Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request, HARQ)
feedback information to be sent by the terminal device.
The feedback information is used to indicate whether the
terminal device correctly receives the first downlink data
channel. The feedback information includes an ACK or
a NACK. If the terminal device correctly receives the first
downlink data channel, the terminal device may send an
ACK to the network device. If the terminal device does
not correctly receive the first downlink data channel, the
terminal device may send feedback information NACK
to the network device.
[0153] The related information of the feedback infor-
mation may include at least one of the following informa-
tion:

a. Frequency domain location occupied for sending
the feedback information by the terminal device.
Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation may indicate the frequency domain location
of the feedback information. Optionally, the first pre-
scheduling indication information may indicate a re-
source sequence number of the feedback informa-
tion (frequency domain resources that are in a time
domain resource and that can be used to send the
feedback information are numbered). For example,
one OFDM symbol may include 16 frequency do-
main resources used to transmit the feedback infor-
mation, and the 16 frequency domain resources may
be numbered, so that the terminal device can send,
based on the resource sequence number that is of
the feedback information and that is indicated by the
first pre-scheduling indication information, the feed-
back information on a frequency domain resource
corresponding to the resource sequence number.
b. Time domain location occupied for sending the
feedback information by the terminal device.
Specifically, the first pre-scheduling indication infor-

mation may indicate the time domain location of the
feedback information. The first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information may indicate the time domain lo-
cation in at least one of the following two manners:
b1. The first pre-scheduling indication information is
used to indicate a third time domain unit offset, and
the third time domain unit offset is a time domain unit
offset between a first time domain unit in which the
first pre-scheduling indication information is located
and a fourth time domain unit in which the feedback
information is located, and is represented by a quan-
tity of time domain units.
It should be noted that, if a resource occupied by the
feedback information is indicated in manner b1, the
network device needs to send the "at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information" to the ter-
minal device before a sending time of the feedback
information arrives, and the terminal device has suf-
ficient time to demodulate and decode the received
downlink signal and generate the feedback informa-
tion after receiving the "at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information" and before send-
ing the feedback information.
b2. The first pre-scheduling indication information is
used to indicate a fourth time domain unit offset, and
the fourth time domain unit offset is a time domain
unit offset between a time domain unit in which post-
scheduling indication information (the indication in-
formation is described in detail subsequently) that is
in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information and that is used by the terminal device
to determine that transmission is completed is locat-
ed and a time domain unit in which the feedback
information is located, and is represented by a quan-
tity of time domain units.
b3. Time domain unit location (symbol location, slot
location, or mini slot location) or time domain unit
number used for a HARQ feedback.

[0154] 8. Related information for sending the downlink
signal, where the related information for sending the
downlink signal may include at least one of the following
information:

a. a modulation scheme for data in the downlink sig-
nal, where the modulation scheme may specifically

include one or more of BPSK,  8BPSK,

QPSK,  16QAM, 64QAM, and 256QAM;

b. pilot configuration related information;
c. a layer quantity (Layer number);
d. precoding matrix related information;
e. data indication information used to indicate wheth-
er the current downlink data transmission is initial
transmission or retransmission;
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f. an information bit quantity of a transport block in-
cluded in the first downlink data channel and a code
rate of the transport block, where the information
may be specifically a transport block size (transport
block size, TBS) sequence number;
g. a redundancy version, where specifically, if incre-
mental redundancy is performed on a hybrid auto-
matic repeat request (hybrid automatic repeat re-
quest, HARQ), a redundancy version number needs
to be sent, so that a user can learn, during decoding,
a location of a received signal in a decoding soft buff-
er (soft buffer);
h. a multiple-input multiple-output (Multi-input Multi-
output, MIMO) transmission mode; and
i. a modulation and coding scheme index (Modula-
tion and coded scheme index, MCS index).

[0155] It should be noted that, the first pre-scheduling
indication information includes at least one of the eight
types of information. Therefore, before successfully de-
tecting the "at least one piece of post-scheduling indica-
tion information", the terminal device may demodulate
and equalize received data, and store to-be-decoded da-
ta in a buffer. After successfully detecting the "at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information" and
obtaining specific indication information content, the ter-
minal device determines the to-be-decoded data that is
in the buffer and that belongs to the terminal device, di-
rectly constructs a soft buffer (soft buffer), and performs
a decoding operation. In this way, data receiving process-
ing by the terminal device can be accelerated, and a la-
tency from data transmission completion to sending of
the feedback information by the terminal device can be
reduced.
[0156] It should be noted that, a behavior and a manner
of detecting post-scheduling indication information by the
terminal device may be agreed upon in advance or may
be indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation. The first pre-scheduling indication information
may further include other information used by the termi-
nal device to detect post-scheduling indication informa-
tion.

Post-scheduling indication information:

[0157] After obtaining the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information, the terminal device
may determine which time domain resource and/or which
frequency domain resource in resources occupied by the
downlink signal received by the terminal device are/is
used to transmit the first downlink data channel. The at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication information
may include at least the following three manners:

Manner 1

[0158] After receiving the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device detects first post-

scheduling indication information corresponding to the
first pre-scheduling indication information (the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information in-
cludes the first post-scheduling indication information).
Specifically, in manner 1, the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information and the first post-scheduling indication
information may include a same or corresponding iden-
tifier. The terminal device may detect, based on an iden-
tifier included in the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation, the first post-scheduling indication information
including a same identifier as the identifier included in
the first pre-scheduling indication information or including
an identifier corresponding to the identifier included in
the first pre-scheduling indication information. For exam-
ple, the first pre-scheduling indication information and
the first post-scheduling indication information may in-
clude a same transmission process (transmission proc-
ess) ID (Identity). The transmission process ID may be
a HARQ process sequence number or a transmission
process sequence number. For another example, the first
pre-scheduling indication information and the first post-
scheduling indication information may be scrambled by
using a same scrambling code.
[0159] A time domain resource location at which the
first post-scheduling indication information is located is
not fixed. The first post-scheduling indication information
is used to indicate a time domain resource occupied, in
a first time period, by the first downlink data channel in
the downlink signal received by the terminal device, and
the first time period is a time period from a moment at
which the terminal device receives the downlink signal
sent by the network device to a moment at which the
terminal device successfully detects the first post-sched-
uling indication information. The first post-scheduling in-
dication information is used to indicate the time domain
resource occupied, from the moment at which the termi-
nal device starts to receive the downlink signal sent by
the network device to the moment at which the terminal
device successfully detects the first post-scheduling in-
dication information, by the first downlink data channel
in the downlink signal received by the terminal device. In
other words, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is used to indicate a resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel from the time domain start location
at which the terminal device receives the downlink signal
to a time domain location at which the terminal device
successfully detects the first post-scheduling indication
information. The first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is used to indicate a resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel in time domain resources occu-
pied by the downlink signal received by the terminal de-
vice. The first post-scheduling indication information is
further used to indicate that transmission of the first down-
link data channel scheduled by using the first pre-sched-
uling indication information is completed. The first post-
scheduling indication information may indicate, in at least
one of the following two manners, that transmission of
the first downlink data channel scheduled by using the
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first pre-scheduling indication information is completed:

1. The first post-scheduling indication information
may be used to indicate that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed. Specifically,
when successfully detecting the first post-scheduling
indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the terminal de-
vice may determine that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed.
2. The first post-scheduling indication information
may include an end identifier that is used to indicate
that transmission of the first downlink data channel
is completed. That the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information includes the end identifier may mean
that the first post-scheduling indication information
is scrambled by using a special scrambling code, or
may mean that the first post-scheduling indication
information includes an end bit.

[0160] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an example of
a resource diagram according to an embodiment of the
present invention. For ease of understanding, some time
domain units in FIG. 2 are numbered. It is assumed that
after receiving the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion, the terminal device starts to receive the downlink
signal in a next time domain unit of a time domain unit in
which the first pre-scheduling indication information is
located. A number of the time domain unit in which the
terminal device starts to receive the downlink signal may
be set to 1, and subsequent time domain units are suc-
cessively numbered.
[0161] It can be learned from FIG. 2 that time domain
resources allocated by the network device to the first
downlink data channel such as an eMBB service of the
terminal device may be continuous or discontinuous, that
is, dynamic. The network device may allocate a time do-
main start location to the eMBB service, namely, the first
downlink data channel. The terminal device may start to
receive the downlink signal at the time domain start lo-
cation (a transmission unit 1). When a requirement of
burst transmission is imposed on the network device, for
example, a URLLC service needs to be processed, the
network device may delay (delay), postpone (postpone),
or suspend (suspend) sending of downlink data of the
eMBB service (compared with the URLLC service, the
eMBB service has a lower requirement on a latency, and
therefore a delay in processing the eMBB service has
little impact on the eMBB service). The URLLC user serv-
ice is sent by using a time domain unit 2, so that a re-
quirement of the URLLC service for a low latency can be
met. Likewise, when encountering an unexpected situa-
tion (for example, an emergency service), the network
device may delay, postpone, or suspend the eMBB user
service, and process the emergency service before the
eMBB service. After processing of the eMBB service is
completed, the network device indicates, by using the
first post-scheduling indication information, which time

domain resource in time domain resources and frequen-
cy domain resources that are occupied by the downlink
signal received by the terminal device and that are allo-
cated by using the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation is used to transmit the eMBB service.
[0162] It should be noted that, allocating, by the net-
work device, time domain resources to the eMBB service
and the URLLC service described above is merely an
example for description, and shall not constitute a limi-
tation on the present invention. Any solution for flexibly
allocating time domain resources to meet different user
latency requirements shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention.
[0163] In manner 1, the network device can dynami-
cally allocate time domain resources, to improve re-
source allocation flexibility and meet different user re-
quirements.
[0164] Because the time domain location of the first
post-scheduling indication information is not fixed (for ex-
ample, a location of the first post-scheduling indication
information is related to a size of a resource allocated by
the network device to the first downlink data channel and
a size of a resource occupied by the emergency service),
the terminal device needs to detect the first post-sched-
uling indication information. The terminal device may de-
tect the first post-scheduling indication information in at
least the following two manners:

1. Continuous detection, that is, the terminal device
detects each time domain unit when starting to detect
the first post-scheduling indication information. Still
using FIG. 2 as an example, the terminal device re-
ceives the downlink signal in the time domain unit 1,
and successively detects time domain units 2 to 9
until the first post-scheduling indication information
is successfully detected in a time domain unit 10.
2. Periodic detection, that is, the terminal device pe-
riodically performs detection when starting to detect
the first post-scheduling indication information. A de-
tection period of the first post-scheduling indication
information may be agreed upon in advance or may
be indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation. It is assumed that the detection period of
the first post-scheduling indication information is k
time domain units (where k≥2, and when k=1, the
periodic detection is equivalent to the continuous de-
tection). The terminal device may detect the first
post-scheduling indication information in the follow-
ing manners:

a. If the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion indicates the start detection location of post-
scheduling indication information, the terminal
device may start to perform detection based on
a detection period at the start detection location.
Still using FIG. 2 as an example, if the first pre-
scheduling indication information indicates that
the size of the time domain resource allocated
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to the first downlink data channel is six time do-
main units, the terminal device may determine
that the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion needs to be detected starting from at least
a time domain unit 6. The terminal device may
detect the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation in the time domain unit 6 based on the
time domain resource size indicated by the first
pre-scheduling indication information. If k=2, the
terminal device successively detects time do-
main units 6 and 8 until the first post-scheduling
indication information is successfully detected
in a time domain unit 10.
b. If the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion does not indicate a start detection location
of post-scheduling indication information, the
terminal device may detect the first post-sched-
uling indication information based on a detection
period at the start time domain location at which
the downlink signal is received. A time domain
unit of the time domain start location at which
the terminal device receives the downlink signal
is numbered 1. If k=2, the terminal device may
start to detect the first post-scheduling indication
information in a time domain unit 2 by using two
time domain units as a period. Specifically, the
terminal device successively detects time do-
main units 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 until the first post-
scheduling indication information is successfully
detected in a time domain unit 10.

[0165] It should be noted that, if the first pre-scheduling
indication information does not indicate the start detec-
tion location, the terminal device may start to detect the
first post-scheduling indication information at the time do-
main start location at which the terminal device starts to
receive the downlink signal (for example, the terminal
device starts to detect the first post-scheduling indication
information in the time domain unit 1). Alternatively, the
terminal device may start to detect the first post-sched-
uling indication information in the next time domain unit
of the time domain unit in which the first pre-scheduling
indication information is located, or may start to detect
the first post-scheduling indication information in a next
time domain unit of a time domain unit in which the ter-
minal device starts to receive the downlink signal (for
example, the terminal device starts to detect the first post-
scheduling indication information in the time domain unit
2).
[0166] After successfully detecting the first post-
scheduling indication information, the terminal device
may determine, according to the first pre-scheduling in-
dication information and the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information, which resource in the resources occu-
pied by the received downlink signal is used to transmit
the first downlink data channel. In other words, the ter-
minal device may determine the first downlink data chan-
nel from the received downlink signal.

[0167] Optionally, in manner 1, after successfully de-
tecting the first post-scheduling indication information,
the terminal device may determine, according to N pieces
of occupation indication information included in the first
post-scheduling indication information, which time do-
main unit in N time domain units occupied by the downlink
signal is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
For example, the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion may include a bitmap (bitmap), and a bit included in
the bitmap may correspond to the foregoing occupation
indication information. A quantity of bits included in the
bitmap may be dynamic or fixed. It is assumed that "1"
indicates being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel, and "0" indicates not being used for trans-
mitting the first downlink data channel.
[0168] Optionally, the quantity of bits included in the
bitmap may be dynamic. As shown in FIG. 2, from the
moment at which the terminal device starts to receive the
downlink signal to the moment at which the terminal de-
vice receives the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, the downlink signal received by the terminal device
occupies a total of 10 time domain units (1 to 10). The
quantity of bits included in the bitmap is 10 (N=10), and
bits included in the bitmap are "1010110011". The termi-
nal device receives the first post-scheduling indication
information that carries the bitmap, and the terminal de-
vice may determine that transmission units 1, 3, 5, 6, 9,
and 10 in the time domain resources occupied by the
received downlink signal are used to transmit the first
downlink data channel.
[0169] Optionally, the quantity of bits included in the
bitmap may be fixed, and the fixed value may be 7, 14,
21, or the like. It is assumed that the quantity of bits in-
cluded in the bitmap is a fixed value 14. Still using FIG.
2 as an example, bits included in the bitmap are
"10101100110000" (the quantity of bits is 14, and a quan-
tity of valid bits "1010110011" is 10, where N=10. It should
be noted that, the terminal device may determine a valid
bit in the bitmap based on a location of the first pre-sched-
uling indication information and a location of post-sched-
uling indication information). The terminal device re-
ceives the first post-scheduling indication information
that carries the bitmap. The last four bits in the bitmap
are reserved bits. Optionally, if the quantity of bits includ-
ed in the bitmap is fixed, the terminal device may deter-
mine, based on a quantity of reserved bits in the bitmap,
whether the received first post-scheduling indication in-
formation is incorrect. Still using FIG. 2 as an example,
if the bitmap of the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation successfully detected by the terminal device is
"10101100110110", the terminal device may determine
that the indication of the first post-scheduling indication
information is incorrect.
[0170] Optionally, the first post-scheduling indication
information may be further used to indicate a time domain
resource and/or a frequency domain resource occupied
by the first downlink data channel, and the time domain
resource and/or the frequency domain resource are/is a
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resource/resources in a first time period. The first time
period is a time period from a moment at which the ter-
minal device receives the downlink signal sent by the
network device to a moment at which the terminal device
successfully detects the first post-scheduling indication
information. The first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is used to indicate a time domain resource and/or a
frequency domain resource occupied, from the moment
at which the terminal device starts to receive the downlink
signal sent by the network device to the moment at which
the terminal device successfully detects the first post-
scheduling indication information, by the first downlink
data channel in the downlink signal received by the ter-
minal device. In other words, the first post-scheduling
indication information is used to indicate a resource oc-
cupied by the first downlink data channel from the time
domain start location at which the terminal device re-
ceives the downlink signal to a time domain location at
which the terminal device successfully detects the first
post-scheduling indication information. The first post-
scheduling indication information is used to indicate a
resource occupied by the first downlink data channel in
time domain resources and/or frequency domain re-
sources occupied by the downlink signal received by the
terminal device.
[0171] In this case, for specific descriptions of the first
post-scheduling indication information, refer to the fore-
going descriptions. For brevity, details are not described
herein again.
[0172] It should be noted that, optionally, in this man-
ner, after successfully detecting the first post-scheduling
indication information, the terminal device may deter-
mine, according to N3q pieces of occupation indication
information included in the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information, which time-frequency unit in N3q time-
frequency resource units that include N time domain units
and q frequency domain units and that are occupied by
the downlink signal is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel. One frequency domain unit may be one
resource block or one resource block group. For exam-
ple, the first post-scheduling indication information may
include a bitmap, and a bit included in the bitmap may
correspond to the foregoing occupation indication infor-
mation. It is assumed that "1" indicates being used for
transmitting the first downlink data channel, and "0" indi-
cates not being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel.
[0173] Optionally, in manner 1, it is assumed that "1"
indicates being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel, and "0" indicates not being used for trans-
mitting the first downlink data channel. If all bits in the
bitmap are "1", the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation indicates that the resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel in the first time period is all time
domain resources and/or frequency domain resources
in the downlink signal received by the terminal device. If
all bits in the bitmap are "0", the first post-scheduling
indication information indicates that the downlink signal

received by the terminal device in the first time period
does not include the resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel.

Manner 2

[0174] After receiving the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device obtains post-sched-
uling indication information at a preset location of each
time domain scheduling unit, until first post-scheduling
indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information is obtained at a preset
location of a specified time domain scheduling unit. The
terminal device may determine, according to the first
post-scheduling indication information, that transmission
of the first downlink data channel is completed. Each
piece of post-scheduling indication information is used
to indicate a time domain resource that is in a previous
time domain scheduling unit and that is used to transmit
the first downlink data channel. The terminal device may
obtain the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information until the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information is obtained. For specific descriptions of
the first post-scheduling indication information, refer to
the foregoing related descriptions in manner 1. For brev-
ity, details are not described herein again.
[0175] It should be noted that, in manner 2, post-sched-
uling indication information between the first pre-sched-
uling indication information and the first post-scheduling
indication information may correspond to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, that is, the first pre-
scheduling indication information and the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information include a
same or corresponding identifier. In this case, the first
post-scheduling indication information may indicate, by
using an end identifier, that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is completed. Alternatively, post-sched-
uling indication information between the first pre-sched-
uling indication information and the first post-scheduling
indication information may not correspond to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, that is, the first pre-
scheduling indication information corresponds to only the
first post-scheduling indication information. In this case,
when the terminal device successfully detects the first
post-scheduling indication information corresponding to
the first pre-scheduling indication information, the termi-
nal device determines that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is completed.
[0176] Specifically, after receiving the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, the terminal device may suc-
cessfully detect (obtain) post-scheduling indication infor-
mation at a preset location of each time domain sched-
uling unit after a time domain scheduling unit in which
the first pre-scheduling indication information is located.
Post-scheduling indication information at a preset loca-
tion of a (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit is used to
indicate a resource occupied by the first downlink data
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channel in the downlink signal received by the terminal
device in a jth time domain scheduling unit. In other words,
the post-scheduling indication information at the preset
location of the (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit is used
to indicate a time domain resource that is in the jth time
domain scheduling unit and that is used to transmit the
first downlink data channel, where j≥1. That is, post-
scheduling indication information in a next time domain
scheduling unit is used to indicate a time domain resource
occupation status of a previous time domain scheduling
unit.
[0177] Optionally, post-scheduling indication informa-
tion in the jth time domain scheduling unit may be located
at a preset location of the jth time domain scheduling unit.
That is, post-scheduling indication information in a cur-
rent time domain scheduling unit is used to indicate a
time domain resource occupation status of the current
time domain scheduling unit.
[0178] FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are a schematic diagram
of another example of a resource diagram according to
an embodiment of the present invention. For example,
the terminal device determines, based on an end identi-
fier in the first post-scheduling indication information, that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is com-
pleted. As shown in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, for example,
a time domain scheduling unit is a 1-ms subframe. After
obtaining the first pre-scheduling indication information
in a subframe j, the terminal device may obtain a first
piece of post-scheduling indication information in a sub-
frame j+1, and the first piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used to indicate which time domain re-
source in the subframe j is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel. Because the first piece of post-sched-
uling indication information does not include an end iden-
tifier, the terminal device determines that transmission
of the first downlink data channel is not completed. The
terminal device continues performing receiving and de-
tecting the subframe j+1, and obtains, at a preset location
of a subframe j+2, the first post-scheduling indication in-
formation that is corresponding to the first pre-scheduling
indication information and that carries an end identifier.
After successfully detecting the first post-scheduling in-
dication information, the terminal device may determine
that transmission of the first downlink data channel is
completed. The terminal device may determine, accord-
ing to the first pre-scheduling indication information and
the at least one piece of successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, which time domain re-
source in time domain resources occupied by the re-
ceived downlink signal is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel. In other words, the terminal device may
determine the first downlink data channel from the re-
ceived downlink signal.
[0179] For another example, the terminal device de-
termines, based on a size of a time domain resource that
is used to transmit the first downlink data channel and
that is indicated by the first post-scheduling indication
information, that transmission of the first downlink data

channel is completed. As shown in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B,
for example, a time domain scheduling unit is a 1-ms
subframe. The terminal device obtains a first piece of
post-scheduling indication information at a preset loca-
tion of a subframe j+1, and the first post-scheduling in-
dication information is used to indicate which time domain
resource in a subframe j is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel. The terminal device determines that a
size of a time domain resource that is in the subframe j
and that is used to transmit the first downlink data channel
is less than the size that is of the time domain resource
allocated to the first downlink data channel and that is
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion, and the terminal device determines that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is not completed.
The terminal device continues performing receiving and
detecting the subframe j+1, and obtains, at a preset lo-
cation of a subframe j+2, the first post-scheduling indi-
cation information corresponding to the first pre-sched-
uling indication information. The first post-scheduling in-
dication information is used to indicate which time domain
resource in the subframe j+1 is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel. The terminal device determines
that a sum of the size of the time domain resource that
is in the subframe j and that is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel and a size of a time domain re-
source that is in the subframe j+1 and that is used to
transmit the first downlink data channel is equal to the
size that is of the time domain resource allocated to the
first downlink data channel and that is indicated by the
first pre-scheduling indication information, and the termi-
nal device determines that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is completed.
[0180] Further, if the terminal device determines,
based on the size that is of the time domain resource
allocated to the first downlink data channel and that is
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and a size that is of a time domain resource occupied
by the first downlink data channel and that is determined
by using all successfully detected post-scheduling indi-
cation information, whether transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed, when determining,
according to all the post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, the size of the time domain resource occupied by
the first downlink data channel, the terminal device may
exclude a predefined time domain resource and a pre-
defined frequency domain resource that are not used to
transmit a data channel. That is, the size that is of the
time domain resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel and that is determined by using all the post-
scheduling indication information does not include the
predefined time domain resource and the predefined fre-
quency domain resource that are not used to transmit a
data channel. Predefinition may be preconfigured in the
device or may be preconfigured by the network device
for the terminal device. For example, if a communications
system is an LTE system, the terminal device first deter-
mines, by using a PCFICH (Physical Control Format In-
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dicator Channel, physical control format indicator chan-
nel), a quantity of OFDM symbols occupied by a PDCCH
area in the subframe, and excludes the PDCCH area
from time-frequency resources that can be used to trans-
mit a data channel. For example, in a 5G system, the
terminal device may exclude a time-frequency resource
that is specially used for carrying a PDCCH and a refer-
ence signal (reference signal, RS). If frequency hopping
time-frequency resource mapping is performed on the
first downlink data channel scheduled by using the first
pre-scheduling indication information, and transmission
of the first downlink data channel is not completed in the
jth time domain scheduling unit, a frequency hopping lo-
cation of the first downlink data channel transmitted in
the (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit may be a contin-
uation of a frequency hopping location in the jth time do-
main scheduling unit, or may be a restart in the (j+1)th

time domain scheduling unit.
[0181] Optionally, if transmission of the first downlink
data channel is not completed, and the terminal device
may determine, based on the time domain resource size
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and the size that is of the time domain resource oc-
cupied by the first downlink data channel and that is de-
termined by using all the successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, whether transmission
of the first downlink data channel is completed, the net-
work device transmits the first downlink data channel on
a frequency domain resource indicated by the first pre-
scheduling indication information in a first available time
domain unit other than a predefined time domain re-
source and a predefined frequency domain resource that
are not used to transmit a data channel. In this case, if
the terminal device determines, in the jth time domain
scheduling unit, that transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed, the terminal device receives
the first downlink data channel on a frequency domain
resource indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication
information in a first available time domain unit of the
(j+1)th time domain scheduling unit other than a prede-
fined time domain resource and a frequency domain re-
source that are not used to transmit a data channel. For
a resource other than the predefined time domain re-
source and the predefined frequency domain resource
that are not used to transmit a data channel, refer to the
foregoing descriptions. Details are not described herein
again.
[0182] For another example, the terminal device re-
ceives the first downlink data channel according to the
first pre-scheduling indication information and the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information. As
shown in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, for example, a time domain
scheduling unit is a 1-ms subframe. After obtaining the
first pre-scheduling indication information in a subframe
j, the terminal device receives a signal at least at a fre-
quency domain location that is of the first downlink data
channel and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling
indication information in the subframe j. The terminal de-

vice may obtain a first piece of post-scheduling indication
information at a preset location of a subframe j+1, and
the first piece of post-scheduling indication information
is used to indicate which time domain resource in the
subframe j is used to transmit the first downlink data chan-
nel. Because the first piece of post-scheduling indication
information does not include an end identifier, the termi-
nal device determines that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is not completed. In other words, the
terminal device determines that the signal received at
the frequency domain location that is of the first downlink
data channel and that is indicated by the first pre-sched-
uling indication information in the subframe j is a part of
signals of the first downlink data channel. The terminal
device continues performing receiving and detecting the
subframe j+1, and receives a signal at least at a frequen-
cy domain location that is of the first downlink data chan-
nel and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information in the subframe j+1. The terminal de-
vice may obtain, at a preset location of a subframe j+2,
the first post-scheduling indication information that is cor-
responding to the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and that carries an end identifier. The first post-
scheduling indication information is used to indicate
which time domain resource in the subframe j+1 is used
to transmit the first downlink data channel. After success-
fully detecting the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, the terminal device may determine that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is completed. In
other words, the terminal device determines that the sig-
nals received at the frequency domain locations that are
of the first downlink data channel and that are indicated
by the first pre-scheduling indication information in the
subframe j and the subframe j+1 are all signals of the
first downlink data channel.
[0183] For another example, the terminal device re-
ceives the first downlink data channel according to the
first pre-scheduling indication information and the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information. As
shown in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, for example, a time domain
scheduling unit is a 1-ms subframe. After obtaining the
first pre-scheduling indication information in a subframe
j, the terminal device receives a signal at least at a fre-
quency domain location that is of the first downlink data
channel and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling
indication information in the subframe j. The terminal de-
vice may obtain a first piece of post-scheduling indication
information at a preset location of a subframe j+1, and
the first piece of post-scheduling indication information
is used to indicate which time domain resource in the
subframe j is used to transmit the first downlink data chan-
nel. The terminal device determines that a size of a time
domain resource that is in the subframe j and that is used
to transmit the first downlink data channel is less than
the size that is of the time domain resource allocated to
the first downlink data channel and that is indicated by
the first pre-scheduling indication information, and the
terminal device determines that transmission of the first
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downlink data channel is not completed. In other words,
the terminal device determines that the signal received
at the frequency domain location that is of the first down-
link data channel and that is indicated by the first pre-
scheduling indication information in the subframe j is a
part of signals of the first downlink data channel. The
terminal device continues performing receiving and de-
tecting the subframe j+1, and receives a signal at least
at a frequency domain location that is of the first downlink
data channel and that is indicated by the first pre-sched-
uling indication information in the subframe j+1. The ter-
minal device may obtain, at a preset location of a sub-
frame j+2, the first post-scheduling indication information
corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation. The first post-scheduling indication information
is used to indicate which time domain resource in the
subframe j+1 is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel. The terminal device determines that a sum of
the size of the time domain resource that is in the sub-
frame j and that is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel and a size of a time domain resource that is in
the subframe j+1 and that is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel is equal to the size that is of the
time domain resource allocated to the first downlink data
channel and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling
indication information, and the terminal device deter-
mines that transmission of the first downlink data channel
is completed. In other words, the terminal device deter-
mines that the signals received at the frequency domain
locations that are of the first downlink data channel and
that are indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication
information in the subframe j and the subframe j+1 are
all signals of the first downlink data channel.
[0184] It should be noted that, in the foregoing descrip-
tions of the present invention, a subframe is merely an
example for description. In a specific implementation
process, the subframe may be replaced by any time do-
main scheduling unit or any time domain unit described
above. It should be further noted that, a time domain re-
source size in this embodiment of the present invention
may be expressed as a quantity of time domain units or
may be expressed as a quantity of time-frequency re-
source units (for example, resource elements, REs).
[0185] Optionally, in manner 2, after successfully de-
tecting the at least one piece of post-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device may determine, ac-
cording to M pieces of occupation indication information
included in each piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation, a time domain resource occupied by the down-
link data channel in each piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information. For example, each piece of post-
scheduling indication information may include a bitmap,
and a quantity of bits included in the bitmap is the same
as a quantity of time domain units in a time domain sched-
uling unit. Still using FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B as an example,
it is assumed that "1" indicates being used for transmitting
the first downlink data channel, and "0" indicates not be-
ing used for transmitting the first downlink data channel.

One time domain scheduling unit is one subframe, and
one subframe includes seven time domain units. A bit-
map included in post-scheduling indication information
at a preset location of a subframe j+1 may be "0110101",
and bits included in post-scheduling indication informa-
tion (the first post-scheduling indication information) at a
preset location of a subframe j+2 may be "0011000". The
terminal device may determine, according to pre-sched-
uling indication information and the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, a time domain re-
source that is occupied by the first downlink data channel
and that is in the time domain resources occupied by the
received downlink signal.
[0186] Optionally, in manner 2, after successfully de-
tecting the at least one piece of post-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device may determine, ac-
cording to M3q pieces of occupation indication informa-
tion included in the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, which time-frequency unit in M3q time-frequen-
cy resource units that include M time domain units and
q frequency domain units and that are occupied by the
downlink signal is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel. One frequency domain unit may be one re-
source block or one resource block group. For example,
the first post-scheduling indication information may in-
clude a bitmap, and a bit included in the bitmap may
correspond to the foregoing occupation indication infor-
mation. It is assumed that "1" indicates being used for
transmitting the first downlink data channel, and "0" indi-
cates not being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel.
[0187] Optionally, in manner 2, it is assumed that "1"
indicates being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel, and "0" indicates not being used for trans-
mitting the first downlink data channel. If all bits in the
bitmap are "1", the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation indicates that a resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel in a first time period is all time
domain resources and/or frequency domain resources
in the downlink signal received by the terminal device. If
all bits in the bitmap are "0", the first post-scheduling
indication information indicates that the downlink signal
received by the terminal device in the first time period
does not include the resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel.
[0188] Optionally, in manner 2, a jth piece of post-
scheduling indication information in the jth time domain
scheduling unit may be further used to indicate a quantity
of time domain units that are used to transmit the first
downlink data channel after the jth time domain schedul-
ing unit.
[0189] Optionally, in manner 2, the jth piece of post-
scheduling indication information in the jth time domain
scheduling unit may further include at least one of the
following information about a time domain resource lo-
cation and a frequency domain resource location that are
used to transmit the first downlink data channel after the
jth time domain scheduling unit:
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a. a time domain resource start location;
b. a time domain resource end location;
c. a time domain unit quantity;
d. a frequency domain resource start location;
e. a frequency domain resource end location; and
f. a quantity of frequency domain resource blocks or
frequency domain resource block groups.

[0190] It should be noted that, the foregoing informa-
tion about the time domain resource location and the fre-
quency domain resource location that are used to trans-
mit the first downlink data channel after the jth time do-
main scheduling unit herein may indicate a time domain
resource and a frequency domain resource of a first
downlink data channel on which transmission is complet-
ed, or may indicate a time domain resource and a fre-
quency domain resource of a first downlink data channel
on which transmission is completed and a time domain
resource and a frequency domain resource of a first
downlink data channel on which transmission is not com-
pleted, or may indicate a time domain resource and a
frequency domain resource of a first downlink data chan-
nel on which transmission is not completed.
[0191] Optionally, the post-scheduling indication infor-
mation may be further used to indicate at least one of the
following information about the first downlink data chan-
nel carried in the time domain resource and the frequency
domain resource:

g. a modulation scheme;
h. pilot configuration related information;
i. a layer quantity;
j. precoding matrix related information; and
k. a MIMO transmission mode.

[0192] Optionally, if the jth piece of post-scheduling in-
dication information in the jth time domain scheduling unit
described above may be further used to indicate trans-
mission information of the first downlink data channel af-
ter the jth time domain scheduling unit, and an end iden-
tifier that is used to indicate whether transmission of the
first downlink data channel scheduled by the terminal de-
vice by using the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion is completed may be further used to indicate whether
the jth piece of post-scheduling indication information in-
cludes transmission information of a first downlink data
channel on which transmission is not completed.
[0193] Optionally, if the jth piece of post-scheduling in-
dication information in the jth time domain scheduling unit
described above may be further used to indicate the
transmission information of the first downlink data chan-
nel after the jth time domain scheduling unit, the terminal
device may determine, based on whether the jth time do-
main scheduling unit includes the transmission informa-
tion of the first downlink data channel, whether transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is completed.
[0194] For another example, the terminal device re-
ceives the first downlink data channel according to the

first pre-scheduling indication information and the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information. After
obtaining the first pre-scheduling indication information
in a time domain scheduling unit j, the terminal device
receives a signal at least at a frequency domain location
that is of the first downlink data channel and that is indi-
cated by the first pre-scheduling indication information in
the time domain scheduling unit j. The terminal device
may obtain a first piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation at a preset location of the time domain sched-
uling unit j or a time domain scheduling unit j+1, and the
first piece of post-scheduling indication information is
used to indicate which time domain resource and/or
which frequency domain resource in the time domain
scheduling unit j are/is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel. Because the first piece of post-scheduling
indication information further includes information about
a time domain resource and/or a frequency domain re-
source in the time domain scheduling unit j+1 after the
time domain scheduling unit j that are/is used to transmit
the first downlink data channel, the terminal device de-
termines that transmission of the first downlink data chan-
nel is not completed. In other words, the terminal device
may determine that the signal received at the frequency
domain location that is of the first downlink data channel
and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication
information in the time domain scheduling unit j is a part
of signals of the first downlink data channel. The terminal
device continues performing receiving and detecting the
time domain scheduling unit j+1, and receives a signal
at least at a time domain resource location and/or a fre-
quency domain resource location of the first downlink
data channel in the time domain scheduling unit j+1 that
are/is indicated by the first piece of post-scheduling in-
dication information. The terminal device may obtain a
second piece of post-scheduling indication information
at a preset location of the time domain scheduling unit
j+1 or a time domain scheduling unit j+2. Because the
second piece of post-scheduling indication information
includes information about a time domain resource
and/or a frequency domain resource in the time domain
scheduling unit j+2 after the time domain scheduling unit
j+1 that are/is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel, the terminal device determines that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is not completed.
The terminal device continues performing receiving and
detecting the time domain scheduling unit j+2, and re-
ceives a signal at least at a time domain resource location
and/or a frequency domain resource location of the first
downlink data channel in the time domain scheduling unit
j+2 that are/is indicated by the second piece of post-
scheduling indication information. The terminal device
may obtain, at a preset location of the time domain sched-
uling unit j+2 or a time domain scheduling unit j+3, the
first post-scheduling indication information that is corre-
sponding to the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and that carries an end identifier. After successfully
detecting the first post-scheduling indication information,
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the terminal device may determine that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is completed. The terminal
device may determine that the signals received at the
time-frequency resource locations that are of the first
downlink data channel and that are indicated by the first
pre-scheduling indication information in the time domain
scheduling unit j, the first post-scheduling information in
the time domain scheduling unit j+1, and the second post-
scheduling information in the time domain scheduling unit
j+2 are all signals of the first downlink data channel.
[0195] Optionally, in manner 2, if the terminal device
determines, based on the time domain resource size in-
dicated by the first pre-scheduling indication information
and a size that is of a time domain resource occupied by
the first downlink data channel and this is determined by
using the at least one piece of successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is not completed or the
terminal device determines, when determining that the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion does not include an end identifier, that transmission
of the first downlink data channel is not completed, the
terminal device may detect at least one physical layer
control channel used for scheduling the first downlink da-
ta channel. The at least one physical layer control chan-
nel used for scheduling the first downlink data channel
may be a PDCCH. The at least one physical layer control
channel used for scheduling the first downlink data chan-
nel may be sent in a time domain scheduling unit in which
a last piece of post-scheduling indication information that
is used by the terminal device to determine whether trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed
is located, or may be sent in a time domain scheduling
unit after the time domain scheduling unit. The at least
one physical layer control channel used for scheduling
the first downlink data channel may include at least one
of the following information about a time-frequency re-
source used to transmit the first downlink data channel:

a. a time domain resource start location;
b. a time domain resource end location;
c. a time domain unit quantity;
d. a frequency domain resource start location;
e. a frequency domain resource end location; and
f. a quantity of frequency domain resource blocks or
frequency domain resource block groups.

[0196] Optionally, the at least one physical layer con-
trol channel used for scheduling the first downlink data
channel may be further used to indicate at least one of
the following information:

g. a modulation scheme;
h. pilot configuration related information;
i. a layer quantity;
j. precoding matrix related information; and
k. a MIMO transmission mode.

[0197] For example, the terminal device receives the
first downlink data channel according to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information, and the at least
one physical layer control channel. After obtaining the
first pre-scheduling indication information in a time do-
main scheduling unit j, the terminal device receives a
signal at least at a frequency domain location that is of
the first downlink data channel and that is indicated by
the first pre-scheduling indication information in the time
domain scheduling unit j. The terminal device may obtain
a first piece of post-scheduling indication information at
a preset location of the time domain scheduling unit j or
a time domain scheduling unit j+1. According to the fore-
going method, the terminal device determines, based on
the time domain resource size and the time-frequency
resource location that are indicated by the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, and a size that is of a time
domain resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel and that is determined by using the first piece
of successfully detected post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, that transmission of the first downlink data chan-
nel is not completed; or the terminal device determines,
when determining that the first piece of post-scheduling
indication information does not include an end identifier,
that transmission of the first downlink data channel is not
completed. In other words, the terminal device deter-
mines that the signal received at the frequency domain
location that is of the first downlink data channel and that
is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation in the time domain scheduling unit j is a part of
signals of the first downlink data channel. The terminal
device continues performing receiving and detecting at
least one physical layer control channel, and successfully
detects a first physical layer control channel in the time
domain scheduling unit j+1, and the first physical layer
control channel indicates a time domain resource loca-
tion and/or a frequency domain resource location of the
first downlink data channel in the time domain scheduling
unit j+1. The terminal device receives a signal at least at
the time domain resource location and/or the frequency
domain resource location of the first downlink data chan-
nel in the time domain scheduling unit j+1 that are/is in-
dicated by the first physical layer control channel. The
terminal device may obtain a second piece of post-sched-
uling indication information at a preset location of the time
domain scheduling unit j+1 or a time domain scheduling
unit j+2. According to the foregoing method, the terminal
device determines, based on the time domain resource
size and the time-frequency resource location that are
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion, and a size that is of a time domain resource occupied
by the first downlink data channel and that is determined
by using the first piece of successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, the first physical con-
trol channel, and the second piece of post-scheduling
indication information, that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is not completed; or the terminal device
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determines, when determining that the second post-
scheduling indication information does not include an end
identifier, that transmission of the first downlink data
channel is not completed. The terminal device continues
performing receiving and detecting at least one physical
layer control channel, and successfully detects a second
physical layer control channel in the time domain sched-
uling unit j+2, and the second physical layer control chan-
nel indicates a time domain resource location and/or a
frequency domain resource location of the first downlink
data channel in the time domain scheduling unit j+2. The
terminal device receives a signal at least at the time do-
main resource location and/or the frequency domain re-
source location of the first downlink data channel in the
time domain scheduling unit j+2 that are/is indicated by
the second physical layer control channel. The terminal
device may obtain, at a preset location of the time domain
scheduling unit j+2 or a time domain scheduling unit j+3,
the first post-scheduling indication information that is cor-
responding to the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and that carries an end identifier. After successfully
detecting the first post-scheduling indication information,
the terminal device may determine that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is completed. The terminal
device may determine that the signals received at the
time-frequency resource locations that are of the first
downlink data channel and that are indicated by the first
pre-scheduling indication information in the time domain
scheduling unit j, the first physical layer control channel
in the time domain scheduling unit j+1, and the second
physical layer control channel in the time domain sched-
uling unit j+2 are all signals of the first downlink data
channel.

Manner 3

[0198] The first pre-scheduling indication information
is further used to indicate a size of a time domain resource
allocated by the network device to the terminal device.
After receiving the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation, the terminal device may detect (or obtain) post-
scheduling indication information at a preset location of
each time domain scheduling unit after a time domain
scheduling unit in which the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information is located. Post-scheduling indication in-
formation at a preset location of a (j+1)th time domain
scheduling unit is used to indicate a time domain unit that
is reallocated by the terminal device in a jth time domain
scheduling unit (or a time domain unit that is not used to
transmit the first downlink data channel), where j≥1. That
is, post-scheduling indication information in a next time
domain scheduling unit is used to indicate a time domain
resource occupation status of a previous time domain
scheduling unit.
[0199] Optionally, post-scheduling indication informa-
tion in the jth time domain scheduling unit may be located
at a preset location of the jth time domain scheduling unit.
That is, post-scheduling indication information in a cur-

rent time domain scheduling unit is used to indicate a
time domain resource occupation status of the current
time domain scheduling unit.
[0200] In an optional example, in manner 3, after the
terminal device receives pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation, if post-scheduling indication information indi-
cates that the time domain unit is reallocated, the terminal
device determines that the time domain unit is not used
to transmit the first downlink data channel; otherwise, the
terminal device determines that the time domain unit is
used to transmit the first downlink data channel. In other
words, if corresponding post-scheduling indication infor-
mation does not indicate that a kth transmission unit in
the jth time domain scheduling unit is reallocated, it is
determined that the kth transmission unit is used to trans-
mit the first downlink data channel.
[0201] Optionally, in manner 3, after the terminal de-
vice receives pre-scheduling indication information, if
post-scheduling indication information indicates that the
time domain-frequency domain unit is reallocated, the
terminal device determines that the time domain-fre-
quency domain unit is not used to transmit the first down-
link data channel; otherwise, the terminal device deter-
mines that the time domain-frequency domain unit is
used to transmit the first downlink data channel. In other
words, if corresponding post-scheduling indication infor-
mation does not indicate that a pth frequency domain unit
in a kth transmission unit in the jth time domain scheduling
unit is reallocated, it is determined that the pth frequency
domain unit in the kth transmission unit is used to transmit
the first downlink data channel.
[0202] After obtaining each piece of post-scheduling
indication information, the terminal device determines,
based on the time domain resource size indicated by the
first pre-scheduling indication information and a size that
is of a time domain resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel and that is determined by using all suc-
cessfully detected post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, whether transmission of the first downlink data chan-
nel is completed. When the terminal device determines
that transmission of the first downlink data channel is not
completed, the terminal device continues detecting post-
scheduling indication information. For example, the ter-
minal device determines, according to N pieces of suc-
cessfully detected post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, that transmission of the first downlink data channel
is not completed, and determines, according to an
(N+1)th piece of post-scheduling indication information,
that transmission of the first downlink data channel is
completed. The Nth piece of post-scheduling indication
information is the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation described above.
[0203] It should be noted that, a time domain resource
size in this embodiment of the present invention may be
expressed as a quantity of time domain units or may be
expressed as a quantity of time-frequency resource units
(for example, resource elements, REs).
[0204] Further, if the terminal device receives the first
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downlink data channel according to the first pre-sched-
uling indication information and the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, when determin-
ing, according to the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation and all the post-scheduling indication information,
the size of the time domain resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel, the terminal device may exclude
a predefined time domain resource and a predefined fre-
quency domain resource that are not used to transmit a
data channel. That is, the size that is of the time domain
resource occupied by the first downlink data channel and
that is determined by using all the post-scheduling indi-
cation information does not include the predefined time
domain resource and the predefined frequency domain
resource that are not used to transmit a data channel.
Predefinition may be preconfigured in the device or may
be preconfigured by the network device for the terminal
device. For example, if a communications system is an
LTE system, the terminal device first determines, by us-
ing a PCFICH (Physical Control Format Indicator Chan-
nel, physical control format indicator channel), a quantity
of OFDM symbols occupied by a PDCCH area in the
subframe, and excludes the PDCCH area from time-fre-
quency resources that can be used to transmit a data
channel. For example, in a 5G system, the terminal de-
vice may exclude a time-frequency resource that is spe-
cially used for carrying a PDCCH and a reference signal
(reference signal, RS). If frequency hopping time-fre-
quency resource mapping is performed on the first down-
link data channel scheduled by using the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, and transmission of the first
downlink data channel is not completed in the jth time
domain scheduling unit, a frequency hopping location of
the first downlink data channel transmitted in the (j+1)th

time domain scheduling unit may be a continuation of a
frequency hopping location in the jth time domain sched-
uling unit, or may be a restart in the (j+1)th time domain
scheduling unit.
[0205] Optionally, if transmission of the first downlink
data channel is not completed, and the terminal device
may determine, based on the time domain resource size
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and the size that is of the time domain resource oc-
cupied by the first downlink data channel and that is de-
termined by using all the successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, whether transmission
of the first downlink data channel is completed, the net-
work device transmits the first downlink data channel on
a frequency domain resource indicated by the first pre-
scheduling indication information in a first available time
domain unit other than a predefined time domain re-
source and a predefined frequency domain resource that
are not used to transmit a data channel. In this case, if
the terminal device determines, in the jth time domain
scheduling unit, that transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed, the terminal device receives
the first downlink data channel on a frequency domain
resource indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication

information in a first available time domain unit of the
(j+1)th time domain scheduling unit other than a prede-
fined time domain resource and a frequency domain re-
source that are not used to transmit a data channel. For
a resource other than the predefined time domain re-
source and the predefined frequency domain resource
that are not used to transmit a data channel, refer to the
foregoing descriptions. Details are not described herein
again.
[0206] Optionally, a receive modulation symbol ratio
threshold may be predefined in the communications
standard, or may be configured by the network device
for the terminal device by using radio resource control
(radio resource control, RRC) signaling. Predefinition is
described in detail above, and details are not described
herein again. If transmission of the first downlink data
channel scheduled by using the first pre-scheduling in-
dication information is not completed, but the terminal
device determines that a ratio of received modulation
symbols in all modulation symbols of the scheduled first
downlink data channel exceeds the receive modulation
symbol ratio threshold, the terminal device stops receiv-
ing the first data channel; otherwise, the terminal device
continues receiving the first data channel. In another op-
tional example, the receive modulation symbol ratio
threshold may be related to a modulation and coding
scheme index (Modulation and coded scheme index,
MCS index). For example, the terminal device can de-
termine, based on the receive modulation symbol ratio
threshold only when an MCS index indicated by the first
pre-scheduling indication information is less than a spec-
ified value, whether to continue receiving the first data
channel. For another example, when the network device
configures different MCS indexes for the terminal device
by using the first pre-scheduling indication information,
the terminal device uses different receive modulation
symbol ratio thresholds. That is, if an MCS index is used,
the network device determines, by using a receive mod-
ulation symbol ratio threshold, whether to continue send-
ing the first data channel, and the terminal device deter-
mines, by using the same threshold, whether to continue
receiving the first data channel.
[0207] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are a resource diagram of
a downlink scheduling resource according to an embod-
iment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4A and
FIG. 4B, for example, a time domain scheduling unit is a
1-ms subframe. The terminal device obtains the first pre-
scheduling indication information in a subframe j, and the
first pre-scheduling indication information indicates that
the time domain resource occupied by the first downlink
data channel includes six transmission units. The termi-
nal device may obtain a first piece of post-scheduling
indication information in a subframe j+1, and the first
piece of post-scheduling indication information is used
to indicate that transmission units 4 and 6 in the subframe
j are reallocated (or are not used to transmit the first down-
link data channel). The terminal device may determine,
according to the first piece of post-scheduling indication
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information, that transmission units 2, 3, 5, and 7 in the
subframe j are (possibly) used to transmit the first data
channel. The terminal device determines, based on a
time domain resource size indicated by pre-scheduling
information and a size that is of a time frequency resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel and that is
determined by the terminal device according to the first
piece of post-scheduling indication information, that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is not com-
pleted. The terminal device continues obtaining a second
piece of post-scheduling indication information in a sub-
frame j+2, and the second piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information is used to indicate that a time domain
unit 1 in the subframe j+1 is reallocated (is not used to
transmit the first downlink data channel). The terminal
device determines, according to the second piece of
post-scheduling indication information, that transmission
units 2 and 3 in the subframe j+1 are used to transmit
the first data channel. In this case, the terminal device
has determined six transmission units that are used to
transmit the first data channel, and therefore the terminal
device determines that transmission of the first data
channel is completed.
[0208] It should be noted that, in manner 3, the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information does
not include an end identifier. The terminal device deter-
mines, based on the time domain resource size indicated
by the first pre-scheduling indication information and a
size of a time domain resource that is reallocated and
that is indicated by the at least one piece of successfully
detected post-scheduling indication information, whether
transmission of the first downlink data channel is com-
pleted.
[0209] For example, the terminal device receives the
first downlink data channel according to the first pre-
scheduling indication information and the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information. As
shown in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B, for example, a time domain
scheduling unit is a 1-ms subframe. After obtaining the
first pre-scheduling indication information in a subframe
j, the terminal device receives a signal at least at a fre-
quency domain location that is of the first downlink data
channel and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling
indication information in the subframe j. The terminal de-
vice may obtain a first piece of post-scheduling indication
information at a preset location of a subframe j+1, and
the first piece of post-scheduling indication information
is used to indicate which time domain resource in the
subframe j is used to transmit the first downlink data chan-
nel. The terminal device determines that a size of a time
domain resource that is in the subframe j and that is used
to transmit the first downlink data channel is less than
the size that is of the time domain resource allocated to
the first downlink data channel and that is indicated by
the first pre-scheduling indication information, and the
terminal device determines that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is not completed. In other words,
the terminal device determines that the signal received

at the frequency domain location that is of the first down-
link data channel and that is indicated by the first pre-
scheduling indication information in the subframe j is a
part of signals of the first downlink data channel. The
terminal device continues performing receiving and de-
tecting the subframe j+1, and receives a signal at least
at a frequency domain location that is of the first downlink
data channel and that is indicated by the first pre-sched-
uling indication information in the subframe j+1. The ter-
minal device may obtain the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information at a preset location of a subframe j+2.
The first post-scheduling indication information is used
to indicate which time domain resource in the subframe
j+1 is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
The terminal device determines that a sum of the size of
the time domain resource that is in the subframe j and
that is used to transmit the first downlink data channel
and a size of a time domain resource that is in the sub-
frame j+1 and that is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel is equal to the size that is of the time domain
resource allocated to the first downlink data channel and
that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation, and the terminal device determines that trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed.
In other words, the terminal device determines that the
signals received at the frequency domain locations that
are of the first downlink data channel and that are indi-
cated by the first pre-scheduling indication information in
the subframe j and the subframe j+1 are all signals of the
first downlink data channel.
[0210] Optionally, a preset location of each time do-
main scheduling unit in the foregoing manner may be a
time domain location at which a PDCCH in each time
domain scheduling unit is located.
[0211] Optionally, in manner 3, if the terminal device
determines, based on the time domain resource size in-
dicated by the first pre-scheduling indication information
and a size that is of a time domain resource occupied by
the first downlink data channel and that is determined by
using the at least one piece of successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is not completed, the ter-
minal device may detect at least one physical layer con-
trol channel used for scheduling the first downlink data
channel. The at least one physical layer control channel
used for scheduling the first downlink data channel may
be a PDCCH. The at least one physical layer control
channel used for scheduling the first downlink data chan-
nel may be sent in a time domain scheduling unit in which
a last piece of post-scheduling indication information that
is used by the terminal device to determine whether trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed
is located, or may be sent in a time domain scheduling
unit after the time domain scheduling unit. The at least
one physical layer control channel used for scheduling
the first downlink data channel may include at least one
of the following information about a time-frequency re-
source used to transmit the first downlink data channel:
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a. a time domain resource start location;
b. a time domain resource end location;
c. a time domain unit quantity;
d. a frequency domain resource start location;
e. a frequency domain resource end location; and
f. a quantity of frequency domain resource blocks or
frequency domain resource block groups.

[0212] Optionally, the at least one physical layer con-
trol channel used for scheduling the first downlink data
channel may be further used to indicate at least one of
the following information:

g. a modulation scheme;
h. pilot configuration related information;
i. a layer quantity;
j. precoding matrix related information; and
k. a MIMO transmission mode.

[0213] For example, the terminal device receives the
first downlink data channel according to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the at least one piece
of post-scheduling indication information, and the at least
one physical layer control channel. After obtaining the
first pre-scheduling indication information in a time do-
main scheduling unit j, the terminal device receives a
signal at least at a frequency domain location that is of
the first downlink data channel and that is indicated by
the first pre-scheduling indication information in the time
domain scheduling unit j. The terminal device may obtain
a first piece of post-scheduling indication information at
a preset location of the time domain scheduling unit j or
a time domain scheduling unit j+1. According to the fore-
going method, the terminal device determines, based on
the time domain resource size and the time-frequency
resource location that are indicated by the first pre-sched-
uling indication information and a size that is of a time
domain resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel and that is determined by using the first piece
of successfully detected post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, that transmission of the first downlink data chan-
nel is not completed. In other words, the terminal device
determines that the signal received at the frequency do-
main location that is of the first downlink data channel
and that is indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication
information in the time domain scheduling unit j is a part
of signals of the first downlink data channel. The terminal
device continues performing receiving and detecting at
least one physical layer control channel, and successfully
detects a first physical layer control channel in the time
domain scheduling unit j+1, and the first physical layer
control channel indicates a time domain resource loca-
tion and/or a frequency domain resource location of the
first downlink data channel in the time domain scheduling
unit j+1. The terminal device receives a signal at least at
the time domain resource location and/or the frequency
domain resource location of the first downlink data chan-
nel in the time domain scheduling unit j+1 that are/is in-

dicated by the first physical layer control channel. The
terminal device may obtain a second piece of post-sched-
uling indication information at a preset location of the time
domain scheduling unit j+1 or a time domain scheduling
unit j+2. According to the foregoing method, the terminal
device determines, based on the time domain resource
size and the time-frequency resource location that are
indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and a size that is of a time domain resource occupied
by the first downlink data channel and that is determined
by using the first piece of successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, the first physical con-
trol channel, and the second piece of post-scheduling
indication information, that transmission of the first down-
link data channel is not completed. The terminal device
continues performing receiving and detecting at least one
physical layer control channel, and successfully detects
a second physical layer control channel in the time do-
main scheduling unit j+2, and the second physical layer
control channel indicates a time domain resource loca-
tion and/or a frequency domain resource location of the
first downlink data channel in the time domain scheduling
unit j+2. The terminal device receives a signal at least at
the time domain resource location and/or the frequency
domain resource location of the first downlink data chan-
nel in the time domain scheduling unit j+2 that are/is in-
dicated by the second physical layer control channel. The
terminal device may obtain, at a preset location of the
time domain scheduling unit j+2 or a time domain sched-
uling unit j+3, the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation that is corresponding to the first pre-scheduling
indication information and that carries an end identifier.
After the terminal device successfully detects the first
post-scheduling indication information, the terminal de-
vice determines, based on the time domain resource size
and the time-frequency resource location that are indi-
cated by the first pre-scheduling indication information,
and a size that is of a time domain resource occupied by
the first downlink data channel and that is determined by
using the first piece of successfully detected post-sched-
uling indication information, the first physical control
channel, the second piece of post-scheduling indication
information, the second physical control channel, and the
first post-scheduling indication information, that trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed.
The terminal device may determine that the signals re-
ceived at the time-frequency resource locations that are
of the first downlink data channel and that are indicated
by the first pre-scheduling indication information in the
time domain scheduling unit j, the first physical layer con-
trol channel in the time domain scheduling unit j+1, and
the second physical layer control channel in the time do-
main scheduling unit j+2 are all signals of the first down-
link data channel.
[0214] Optionally, the terminal device may detect the
PDCCH that is used for scheduling a first downlink data
channel on which transmission is not completed, until a
predefined time of sending HARQ feedback information
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arrives.
[0215] In still another optional example of manner 3,
the first pre-scheduling indication information indicates
a time-frequency resource location at which the terminal
device sends a HARQ feedback corresponding to the
first downlink data channel, and the first pre-scheduling
indication information instructs the terminal device to re-
ceive the first downlink data channel in a jth time domain
scheduling unit. If the terminal device determines, based
on the time domain resource size indicated by the first
pre-scheduling indication information and a size that is
of a time domain resource occupied by the first downlink
data channel and that is determined by using success-
fully detected post-scheduling indication information in
the jth time domain scheduling unit, that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is not completed, the ter-
minal device demodulates and decodes the received first
downlink data channel, and feeds back a receiving result
at the specified time-frequency resource location of the
HARQ feedback. If feedback information is a NACK, the
terminal device detects a PDCCH used for scheduling a
first downlink data channel on which transmission is not
completed. Content included in the PDCCH is described
in detail above, and details are not described herein
again.
[0216] It should be noted that, in manner 2 and manner
3, post-scheduling indication information used by the ter-
minal device to determine a time domain unit occupied
by a downlink data channel in the jth subframe is located
at the preset location of the (j+1)th subframe, for example,
a PDCCH channel area in the (j+1)th subframe, and this
is a preferred implementation of the present invention.
Optionally, the post-scheduling indication information
used by the terminal device to determine the time domain
unit occupied by the downlink data channel in the jth sub-
frame may be located at the preset location of the jth

subframe, for example, a last OFDM symbol (at least one
last OFDM symbol) in the jth subframe. For details, refer
to the foregoing related descriptions. For brevity, details
are not described herein again.
[0217] It should be noted that, in the foregoing descrip-
tions of the present invention, a subframe is merely an
example for description. In a specific implementation
process, the subframe may be replaced by any time do-
main scheduling unit or any time domain unit described
above.
[0218] Optionally, in manner 3, after successfully de-
tecting the at least one piece of post-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device may determine, ac-
cording to M pieces of occupation indication information
included in each piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation, a time domain resource occupied by the down-
link data channel in each piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information. For example, each piece of post-
scheduling indication information may include a bitmap,
and a quantity of bits included in the bitmap is the same
as a quantity of time domain units in a time domain sched-
uling unit. Still using FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B as an example,

it is assumed that "1" represents a time domain unit that
is reallocated, and "0" represents a time domain unit that
is not allocated. One time domain scheduling unit is one
subframe, and one subframe includes seven time domain
units. A bitmap included in post-scheduling indication in-
formation at a preset location of a subframe j+1 may be
"0001010". The terminal device may determine, accord-
ing to the post-scheduling indication information at the
preset location of the subframe j+1, that two of six time
domain units allocated to the first downlink data channel
are reallocated (transmission units 4 and 6). Bits included
in post-scheduling indication information (the first post-
scheduling indication information) at a preset location of
a subframe j+2 may be "0100000". The terminal device
may determine that a transmission unit 2 in the (j+1)th

subframe is reallocated, and therefore determine that
transmission units 3 and 4 are used to transmit the first
downlink data channel.
[0219] Optionally, in manner 3, after successfully de-
tecting the at least one piece of post-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device may determine, ac-
cording to M3q pieces of occupation indication informa-
tion included in first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, which time-frequency unit in M3q time-frequency
resource units that include M time domain units and q
frequency domain units and that are occupied by the
downlink signal is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel. One frequency domain unit may be one re-
source block or one resource block group. For example,
the first post-scheduling indication information may in-
clude a bitmap, and a bit included in the bitmap may
correspond to the foregoing occupation indication infor-
mation. It is assumed that "1" indicates being used for
transmitting the first downlink data channel, and "0" indi-
cates not being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel.
[0220] Optionally, in manner 3, it is assumed that "1"
indicates being used for transmitting the first downlink
data channel, and "0" indicates not being used for trans-
mitting the first downlink data channel. If all bits in the
bitmap are "1", the first post-scheduling indication infor-
mation indicates that a resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel in a first time period is all time
domain resources and/or frequency domain resources
in the downlink signal received by the terminal device. If
all bits in the bitmap are "0", the first post-scheduling
indication information indicates that the downlink signal
received by the terminal device in the first time period
does not include the resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel.
[0221] It should be noted that, in the implementation
descriptions of the present invention, that transmission
of the first data channel is completed means that the net-
work device stops sending the first data channel, and the
terminal device stops receiving the first data channel.
Correspondingly, that transmission of the first data chan-
nel is not completed means that the network device may
continue sending the first data channel, and the terminal
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device may continue receiving the first data channel. That
the terminal device determines whether transmission of
the first data channel is completed means that the termi-
nal device determines whether to continue receiving the
first data channel.
[0222] It should be noted that, a specific manner of the
foregoing manners to be used by the terminal device may
be configured by the network device or may be agreed
upon.
[0223] Optionally, in this embodiment of the present
invention, post-scheduling indication information that is
in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information and that is used by the terminal device to
determine that transmission of the first downlink data
channel is completed may include at least one of the
following information:

1. Data indication information used to indicate wheth-
er the current downlink data transmission is initial
transmission or retransmission.
2. Information bit quantity and code rate of a transport
block in the current downlink data transmission,
where the information may be specifically a transport
block size (TBS, transport block size) sequence
number.
3. Redundancy version. Specifically, if incremental
redundancy is performed on a HARQ, a redundancy
version number needs to be sent, so that a user can
learn, during decoding, a location of a received signal
in a decoding soft buffer (soft buffer).
4. Related information of hybrid automatic repeat re-
quest (Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request, HARQ)
feedback information to be sent by the terminal de-
vice. For the related information of the feedback in-
formation, refer to the foregoing related descriptions
of the first pre-scheduling indication information. For
brevity, details are not described in this embodiment
of the present invention.
5. Modulation and coding scheme index (Modulation
and coded scheme index, MCS index).

[0224] It should be noted that, in manner 1 and manner
2, the post-scheduling indication information used by the
terminal device to determine that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed includes at least one
of the following two types of information:

1. Corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information (including a same or corresponding
identifier, where the identifier may be an ID or a net-
work identifier, for example, scrambling is performed
by using a same scrambling code).
2. Including an end identifier.

[0225] In manner 3, when the terminal device deter-
mines, according to post-scheduling indication informa-
tion before the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion, that transmission of the first downlink data channel

is not completed, and determines, according to the first
post-scheduling indication information and the post-
scheduling indication information before the first post-
scheduling indication information, that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is completed, the first post-
scheduling indication may be a last piece of post-sched-
uling indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, and the first post-
scheduling indication information is used by the terminal
device to determine that transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed. In other words, the terminal
device may determine, according to the first post-sched-
uling indication information, that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed.
[0226] Optionally, in this embodiment of the present
invention, the downlink signal sent by the network device
may include second pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion (new pre-scheduling indication information), and the
second pre-scheduling indication information may be
used to instruct the terminal device to receive a second
downlink data channel (a new downlink data channel).
Therefore, the terminal device simultaneously detects
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation and the second pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation. The detecting the second pre-scheduling indica-
tion information may include the following two cases:

Case 1: After determining that transmission of the
first downlink data channel is completed, the terminal
device successfully detects the second pre-sched-
uling indication information.
The terminal device determines that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is completed. The
terminal device may determine, according to the sec-
ond pre-scheduling indication information, a time do-
main resource occupied by the second downlink data
channel, and obtain the second downlink data chan-
nel. For a manner in which the terminal device de-
termines the time domain resource occupied by the
second downlink data channel, refer to the foregoing
manner in which the terminal device determines the
time domain resource occupied by the first downlink
data channel. For brevity, details are not described
herein again.
Case 2: Before determining that transmission of the
first downlink data channel is completed, the terminal
device successfully detects the second pre-sched-
uling indication information. In this case, the second
pre-scheduling indication information may include at
least one of the following two manners:

Manner 1

[0227] The second scheduling indication information
is used to instruct the terminal device to receive the sec-
ond downlink data channel, and a frequency domain re-
source occupied by the second downlink data channel
is the same as the frequency domain resource occupied
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by the first downlink data channel. When the terminal
device determines that detection on post-scheduling in-
dication information is missed (if the terminal device has
determined a time-frequency resource for sending feed-
back information), the terminal device may feed back, to
the network device at a corresponding time-frequency
location, NACK information corresponding to the first
downlink data channel, so that the network device re-
transmits the first downlink data channel. In another case,
the communications standard specifies that the network
device does not schedule transmission of the second
downlink data channel before transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed. In this case, when
the terminal device determines that detection on post-
scheduling indication information is missed (if the termi-
nal device has determined a time-frequency resource for
sending feedback information), the terminal device may
feed back, to the network device at a corresponding time-
frequency location, NACK information corresponding to
the first downlink data channel, so that the network device
retransmits the first downlink data channel.
[0228] Therefore, if the terminal device fails to detect
the first post-scheduling indication information that can
be used by the terminal device to determine that trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed,
or the terminal device determines, according to the at
least one piece of successfully detected post-scheduling
indication information, that the size of the time domain
resource occupied by the downlink data channel in the
received downlink signal does not meet an indication of
pre-scheduling indication information, the terminal de-
vice first successfully detects one piece of second pre-
scheduling indication information, and the terminal de-
vice may determine that the terminal device misses de-
tecting post-scheduling indication information. Optional-
ly, if the terminal device has determined the time-frequen-
cy resource for sending the feedback information, the
terminal device may feed back, to the network device at
the corresponding time-frequency location, the NACK in-
formation corresponding to the first downlink data chan-
nel, and continue detecting scheduling indication infor-
mation used by the network device to schedule retrans-
mission of the first downlink data channel. Optionally,
after determining that detection on post-scheduling indi-
cation information is missed, the terminal device may
clear a current received signal buffer or re-detect post-
scheduling indication information in a buffered signal. In
this way, data obtained during two consecutive times of
scheduling is not obfuscated, and therefore performance
of demodulating and decoding a received signal is not
damaged.

Manner 2

[0229] The second scheduling indication information
is used to instruct the terminal device to receive the sec-
ond downlink data channel. If the communications stand-
ard does not explicitly prohibit the network device from

scheduling transmission of the second downlink data
channel before transmission of the first downlink data
channel is completed, or the communications standard
explicitly specifies that the network device may schedule
transmission of the second downlink data channel before
transmission of the first downlink data channel is com-
pleted, and the terminal device determines that a fre-
quency domain resource occupied by the second down-
link data channel is different from the frequency domain
resource occupied by the first downlink data channel, the
terminal device continues detecting post-scheduling in-
dication information corresponding to the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, and the terminal device de-
tects post-scheduling indication information correspond-
ing to the second pre-scheduling indication information.
[0230] Optionally, when the terminal device success-
fully detects the second pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation but fails to detect the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information, the terminal device determines that de-
tection on post-scheduling indication information is
missed; and/or when the time domain resource size in-
dicated by the first pre-scheduling indication information
is not equal to the size that is of the time domain resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel and that is
determined by the terminal device according to the at
least one piece of successfully detected post-scheduling
indication information or a difference between the two is
greater than a specified threshold (for example, the first
pre-scheduling indication information indicates that the
first downlink data channel occupies six time domain
units, but the terminal device determines, according to
the at least one piece of successfully detected post-
scheduling indication information, that only four time do-
main units are obtained before the second pre-schedul-
ing indication information is successfully detected), the
terminal device determines that detection on post-sched-
uling indication information is missed. If the terminal de-
vice has determined a time-frequency resource for send-
ing feedback information, the terminal device may feed
back, to the network device at a corresponding time-fre-
quency location, NACK information corresponding to the
first downlink data channel, and continue detecting
scheduling indication information used by the network
device to schedule retransmission of the first downlink
data channel. Optionally, after determining that detection
on post-scheduling indication information is missed, the
terminal device may clear a current received signal buffer
or re-detect post-scheduling indication information in a
buffered signal. In this way, data obtained during two
consecutive times of scheduling is not obfuscated, and
therefore performance of demodulating and decoding a
received signal is not damaged.
[0231] Optionally, in this embodiment of the present
invention, because the terminal device continues receiv-
ing the downlink signal after receiving the "first pre-
scheduling indication information", the standard may
specify a maximum buffer (buffer) used by the terminal
device to receive the downlink signal.
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[0232] In one case, a size of the buffer is specified.
After the downlink signal received by the terminal device
reaches the specified size of the buffer, it is determined
that the buffer overflows.
[0233] In another case, it is specified that after contin-
uously performing receiving in several time domain units
(for example, subframes, slots, mini slots, or OFDM sym-
bols) in specified bandwidth (for example, bandwidth cor-
responding to 100 resource blocks), or continuously per-
forming receiving in several time domain scheduling
units, the terminal device determines that the buffer over-
flows.
[0234] In still another case, a quantity of equivalent
REs is specified as a definition of the buffer, and the
terminal device determines, based on a quantity of con-
tinuously received REs, that the buffer overflows.
[0235] Optionally, the method in this embodiment of
the present invention further includes: the terminal device
reports a buffer capability of the terminal device to the
network device. After determining that the receive buffer
of the terminal device overflows, if the terminal device
still does not reach the "detection start location of post-
scheduling indication information", or fails to detect "post-
scheduling indication information", the terminal device
discards all data in the buffer, and restarts detecting the
second pre-scheduling indication information.
[0236] The foregoing describes the downlink resource
scheduling method in the embodiments of the present
invention, and the following describes another downlink
resource scheduling method 200 in the embodiments of
the present invention.
[0237] It should be noted that, a network device in the
method 200 and the network device in the method 100
may be a same network device or may be different net-
work devices, and this is not limited herein in the present
invention. Likewise, a terminal device in the method 200
and the terminal device in the method 100 may be a same
terminal device or may be different terminal devices, and
this is not limited herein in the present invention.
[0238] S210. A network device determines to indicate,
by using a target indication mode in a plurality of indica-
tion modes, a time domain resource and/or a frequency
domain resource allocated by the network device to a
first downlink data channel of a terminal device.
[0239] S220. The terminal device determines to detect,
by using a target detection mode corresponding to the
target indication mode, scheduling indication information
sent by the network device by using the target indication
mode.
[0240] The plurality of indication modes include a first
indication mode, the first indication mode is a mode in
which pre-scheduling indication information indicates a
start/end time domain resource and/or a start/end fre-
quency domain resource, and a first detection mode cor-
responding to the first indication mode is a mode in which
the terminal device detects pre-scheduling indication in-
formation.
[0241] The plurality of indication modes include a sec-

ond indication mode, the second indication mode is a
mode in which pre-scheduling indication information in-
dicates a start/end time domain resource and/or a
start/end frequency domain resource and post-schedul-
ing indication information that is located after the pre-
scheduling indication information in time domain indi-
cates a time domain resource and/or a frequency domain
resource occupied by a downlink data channel in the
start/end time domain resource (or a mode in which the
post-scheduling indication information indicates a time
domain resource and/or a frequency domain resource
that are/is reallocated in the start/end time domain re-
source), and a second detection mode corresponding to
the second indication mode is a mode in which the ter-
minal device detects pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and detects post-scheduling indication information
at a specified location corresponding to the pre-sched-
uling indication information.
[0242] The plurality of indication modes include a third
indication mode, the third indication mode is a mode in
which pre-scheduling indication information instructs the
terminal device to start to receive a downlink data channel
and post-scheduling indication information after the pre-
scheduling indication information is used to indicate a
resource occupied by the downlink data channel of the
terminal device in a downlink signal received by the ter-
minal device (or a mode in which the post-scheduling
indication information indicates a time domain resource
and/or a frequency domain resource that are/is reallo-
cated in the start-end time domain resource), and a third
detection mode corresponding to the third indication
mode is a mode in which the terminal device detects pre-
scheduling indication information and post-scheduling in-
dication information.
[0243] A manner in which the network device deter-
mines the target indication mode and the terminal device
determines the target detection mode may include at
least one of the following mode enabling manners:

1. The network device defines a period, that is, the
network device and the terminal device each have
a timer (timer). The configuration may be configured
for each user by using terminal device-specific (UE-
specific) higher layer signaling. The network device
starts the timer after determining that the terminal
device correctly receives a configuration instruction,
and the terminal device starts the timer after sending
a message for determining that the configuration in-
struction is correctly received. The mode configura-
tion takes effect when the timer expires (expire). In
other words, the network device may send, to the
terminal device, higher layer signaling that is used
to indicate a value of the timer, so that the network
device and the terminal device can enable a corre-
sponding mode when the timer expires.
2. The network device preconfigures a mode for the
terminal device by using terminal device-specific
(UE-specific) or group-specific (Group-specific)
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higher layer signaling. Then, mode enabling is trig-
gered by using dedicated trigger signaling (higher
layer signaling, Media Access Control layer signal-
ing, or physical layer signaling), or a mode is
switched to another mode.

[0244] Optionally, the method 200 may further include:
S230. The network device may send, to the terminal de-
vice, mode higher layer signaling used to indicate the
target indication mode, and correspondingly, after receiv-
ing the mode higher layer signaling, the terminal device
may determine to detect the scheduling indication infor-
mation by using the target detection mode corresponding
to the target indication mode.
[0245] The first detection mode may be specifically as
follows: The terminal device detects only pre-scheduling
indication information, where the pre-scheduling indica-
tion information includes a frequency domain resource
location, a time domain resource start location, and a
time domain resource end location that are used for
scheduling the terminal device, the time domain end lo-
cation is determined, and all data channels carried on
frequency domain resources allocated to the terminal de-
vice from the start location to the end location belong to
the terminal device. In this mode, no post-scheduling in-
dication information is sent. (The terminal device detects
only the pre-scheduling indication information, the end
location is fixed, and all received signals belong to the
terminal device.)
[0246] Optionally, the mode higher layer signaling may
include:

1. a period for detecting pre-scheduling indication
information; and
2. a time domain scheduling unit used for scheduling
a time domain resource.

[0247] It should be noted that, the period for detecting
pre-scheduling indication information and the time do-
main scheduling unit may be the same or may be differ-
ent, and may be an OFDM symbol, a mini slot (mini slot),
a slot, or a subframe. If a standard specifies that the pe-
riod and the time domain scheduling unit are the same,
the network device needs to configure only one of the
two in a configuration process.
[0248] The second detection mode may be specifically
as follows: The terminal device detects pre-scheduling
indication information, where the pre-scheduling indica-
tion information includes a frequency domain resource
location, a time domain resource start location, and a
time domain resource end location that are used for
scheduling the terminal device; and the terminal device
detects post-scheduling indication information at the end
location or a specified middle location and the end loca-
tion, where the time domain end location is determined,
and the post-scheduling indication information includes
at least information indicating which time-frequency re-
source is not allocated to the terminal device or which

time-frequency resource is allocated to the terminal de-
vice from the time domain resource start location to the
time domain resource end location. (The terminal device
detects pre-scheduling indication information and de-
tects (detect) post-scheduling indication information at a
specified location corresponding to the pre-scheduling
indication information, and a downlink signal received by
the terminal device may include a downlink data channel
of another terminal device.)
[0249] Optionally, the mode higher layer signaling may
include:

1. a period for detecting pre-scheduling indication
information;
2. a time domain scheduling unit used for scheduling
a time domain resource; and
3. a period for detecting post-scheduling indication
information.

3a. In one case, the terminal device fixedly de-
tects post-scheduling indication information at a
specified location of a last time domain sched-
uling unit in an allocated time domain resource.
In this case, this piece of information is not re-
quired.
3b. In another case, the terminal device detects,
by using a fixed period starting from a start time
domain scheduling unit, post-scheduling indica-
tion information at a specified location of a last
time domain scheduling unit in each period. In
this case, this piece of information is required.

[0250] The period for detecting pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, the time domain scheduling unit used
for scheduling a time domain resource, and the period
for detecting post-scheduling indication information may
explicitly exist in signaling configured by the network de-
vice for the terminal device, or may be specified in the
standard in advance. The terminal device using this
mode uses a fixed detection period and a fixed time do-
main resource scheduling unit.
[0251] The third detection mode may be specifically as
follows: The terminal device detects pre-scheduling in-
dication information, where the pre-scheduling indication
information is used to instruct the terminal device to re-
ceive a downlink data channel of the terminal device, and
the pre-scheduling indication information may further in-
clude at least one of a frequency domain resource loca-
tion and a time domain resource start location that are
used for scheduling the terminal device, and a detection
start location of post-scheduling indication information;
and the terminal device starts to detect post-scheduling
indication information at the detection start location of
post-scheduling indication information, and determines
an end location according to the post-scheduling indica-
tion information, where the post-scheduling indication in-
formation includes at least information indicating which
time-frequency resource is not allocated to the terminal
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device or which time-frequency resource is allocated to
the terminal device from the time domain start location
(a time domain location at which the terminal device starts
to receive a downlink signal) to the time domain end lo-
cation (a time domain location at which transmission of
the downlink data channel is completed) (or the post-
scheduling indication information includes information in-
dicating which time domain resource is reallocated in
time domain resources allocated to the terminal device
from the time domain resource start location to the time
domain resource end location). (The terminal device de-
tects pre-scheduling indication information and post-
scheduling indication information, and a received signal
is possibly not to be sent to the terminal device.)
[0252] Optionally, the mode higher layer signaling may
include:

1. a period for detecting pre-scheduling indication
information;
2. a time domain scheduling unit used for scheduling
a time domain resource; and
3. a period for detecting post-scheduling indication
information.

[0253] The terminal device obtains the "detection start
location of post-scheduling indication information" from
a first piece of pre-scheduling indication information, and
starts to perform detection at the location by using the
"period for detecting post-scheduling indication informa-
tion". It should be noted that, different from mode 2, in
mode 3, a location of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is dynamic, and the terminal device needs to obtain
post-scheduling indication information through detec-
tion.
[0254] The two periods and the time domain schedul-
ing unit may be the same or may be different, and may
be one or more OFDM symbols, one or more mini slots
(mini slots), one slot, or one subframe. If a standard spec-
ifies that any two or all of the two periods and the time
domain scheduling unit are the same, an eNB needs to
configure only the different one or only one of the three
in a configuration process.
[0255] The period for detecting pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, the time domain scheduling unit used
for scheduling a time domain resource, and the period
for detecting post-scheduling indication information may
explicitly exist in signaling configured by the base station
for the terminal device, or may be specified in the stand-
ard in advance. The terminal device using this mode uses
a fixed detection period and a fixed time domain sched-
uling unit.
[0256] It should be noted that, the third detection mode
corresponds to the foregoing three manners of post-
scheduling indication information. For related descrip-
tions of the third detection mode, refer to the related de-
scriptions of the foregoing communication method 100.
For brevity, details are not described herein again.
[0257] It should be noted that, the terminal device and

the network device may use different modes at different
frequency domain locations. For example, the network
device uses the first indication mode at a first frequency
domain location, uses the second indication information
at a second frequency domain location, and uses the
third indication mode at a third frequency domain loca-
tion. Correspondingly, the terminal device uses the first
detection mode at the first frequency domain location,
uses the second detection mode at the second frequency
domain location, and uses the third detection mode at
the third frequency domain location.
[0258] It should be noted that, mutual reference may
be made to the embodiments of the present invention if
they are not mutually exclusive.
[0259] The foregoing describes the downlink resource
scheduling method in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 5, and the fol-
lowing describes a terminal device and a network device
in the embodiments of the present invention with refer-
ence to FIG. 6 to FIG. 9.
[0260] FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an ex-
ample of a terminal device according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, the terminal
device 300 includes:
a receiving module 310, where the receiving module 310
is configured to:

receive first pre-scheduling indication information
sent by a network device, where the first pre-sched-
uling indication information is used to instruct the re-
ceiving module 310 to receive a first downlink data
channel; and
receive, according to the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, a downlink signal sent by the net-
work device, where the downlink signal sent by the
network device includes the first downlink data chan-
nel; and
a processing module 320, configured to detect at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation in the downlink signal sent by the network
device, where the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information is used by the processing
module 320 to determine a time domain resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel in the
received downlink signal.

[0261] Optionally, the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information includes first post-scheduling
indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the first post-schedul-
ing indication information is used to indicate a time do-
main resource occupied, in a first time period, by the first
downlink data channel in the downlink signal received by
the receiving module 310, the first time period is a time
period from a moment at which the receiving module 310
receives the downlink signal sent by the network device
to a moment at which the receiving module 310 success-
fully detects the first post-scheduling indication informa-
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tion, and the first post-scheduling indication information
is further used to indicate that transmission of the first
downlink data channel is completed.
[0262] Optionally, the first post-scheduling indication
information includes N pieces of occupation indication
information, the N pieces of occupation indication infor-
mation are in a one-to-one correspondence with N time
domain units occupied by the downlink signal received
by the receiving module 310, and each piece of occupa-
tion indication information is used to indicate whether a
corresponding time domain unit is used to transmit the
first downlink data channel.
[0263] Optionally, the first post-scheduling indication
information includes N3q pieces of occupation indication
information, the Nxq pieces of occupation indication in-
formation are in a one-to-one correspondence with N3q
time-frequency resource units that include N time domain
units and q frequency domain units and that are occupied
by the downlink signal received by the receiving module
310, and each piece of occupation indication information
is used to indicate whether a corresponding time-fre-
quency resource unit is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel.
[0264] Optionally, the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation is further used to indicate a start detection lo-
cation at which the receiving module 310 detects the first
post-scheduling indication information.
[0265] Optionally, a jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information in the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information is located at a preset location
of a (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit occupied by the
downlink signal received by the receiving module 310,
and the jth piece of post-scheduling indication information
is used by the processing module 320 to determine a
time domain resource and/or a frequency domain re-
source occupied, in a jth time domain scheduling unit, by
the first downlink data channel in the received downlink
signal, where j≥1.
[0266] Optionally, a jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information in the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information is located at a preset location
of a jth time domain scheduling unit occupied by the down-
link signal received by the receiving module 310, and the
jth piece of post-scheduling indication information is used
by the processing module 320 to determine a time do-
main resource and/or a frequency domain resource oc-
cupied, in the jth time domain scheduling unit, by the first
downlink data channel in the received downlink signal,
where j≥1.
[0267] Optionally, the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information includes first post-scheduling
indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the first post-schedul-
ing indication information is used to indicate that trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed,
and the first post-scheduling indication information is a
last piece of post-scheduling indication information in the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-

tion.
[0268] Optionally, the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation is used to indicate a size of a time domain re-
source allocated by the network device to the first down-
link data channel.
[0269] The processing module 320 is further config-
ured to determine, based on the time domain resource
size indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation and a size of the time domain resource that is
occupied by the first downlink data channel and that is
determined according to the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information, whether transmission
of the first downlink data channel is completed.
[0270] When the processing module 320 determines
that transmission of the first downlink data channel is not
completed, the receiving module 310 is further config-
ured to continue detecting post-scheduling indication in-
formation.
[0271] Optionally, the jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information includes M pieces of occupation indi-
cation information, the M pieces of occupation indication
information are in a one-to-one correspondence with M
time domain units included in the jth time domain sched-
uling unit, and each piece of occupation indication infor-
mation is used to indicate whether a corresponding time
domain unit is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel.
[0272] Optionally, the jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information includes M3q pieces of occupation
indication information, the M3q pieces of occupation in-
dication information are in a one-to-one correspondence
with M3q time-frequency resource units that include M
time domain units and q frequency domain units and that
are included in the jth time domain scheduling unit, and
each piece of occupation indication information is used
to indicate whether a corresponding time-frequency re-
source unit is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel.
[0273] Optionally, the receiving module 310 is further
configured to detect second pre-scheduling indication in-
formation in the downlink signal sent by the network de-
vice, where the second pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation is used to instruct the receiving module 310 to
receive a second downlink data channel.
[0274] Optionally, post-scheduling indication informa-
tion that is in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information and that is used by the processing
module 320 to determine that transmission of the down-
link data is completed is used to instruct the sending mod-
ule 310 to send a hybrid automatic repeat request HARQ
time domain resource.
[0275] It should be understood that the terminal device
300 herein is represented in a form of a function module.
The term "module" herein may be an application-specific
integrated circuit (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit,
ASIC), an electronic circuit, a processor (for example, a
shared processor, a dedicated processor, or a group
processor) configured to execute one or more software
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or firmware programs and a memory, a combinational
logic circuit, and/or another proper component support-
ing the described functions. In an optional example, a
person skilled in the art may understand that the terminal
device 300 may be specifically the terminal device in the
foregoing embodiment, and the terminal device 300 may
be configured to perform procedures and/or steps corre-
sponding to the terminal device in the foregoing method
embodiment. To avoid repetition, details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0276] It should be noted that, the receiving module
310 may correspond to a transceiver 410, and the
processing module 320 may correspond to a processor
430. FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of another ex-
ample of a terminal device according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the terminal
device 400 includes:
a transceiver 410, a memory 420, and a processor 430.
Optionally, the terminal device 400 further includes a bus
system 440 that interconnects the processor 430, the
memory 420, and the transceiver 410. The memory 420
is configured to store an instruction. The processor 430
is configured to execute the instruction stored in the mem-
ory 420, to control the transceiver 410 to perform the
following operations: receiving first pre-scheduling indi-
cation information sent by a network device, where the
first pre-scheduling indication information is used to in-
struct the terminal device to receive a first downlink data
channel; receiving, according to the first pre-scheduling
indication information, a downlink signal sent by the net-
work device, where the downlink signal sent by the net-
work device includes the first downlink data channel; and
detecting at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information in the downlink signal sent by the network
device, where the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information is used by the processor 430 to
determine a time domain resource occupied by the first
downlink data channel in the received downlink signal
(that is, the processor 430 is further configured to deter-
mine, according to the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information, the time domain resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel in the re-
ceived downlink signal).
[0277] It should be understood that, the terminal device
400 may be specifically the terminal device in the fore-
going embodiment, and may be configured to perform
steps and/or procedures corresponding to the terminal
device in the foregoing method embodiment. Optionally,
the memory 420 may include a read-only memory and a
random access memory, and provide an instruction and
data for the processor. A part of the memory may further
include a non-volatile random access memory. For ex-
ample, the memory may further store device type infor-
mation. The processor 430 may be configured to execute
the instruction stored in the memory, and when the proc-
essor executes the instruction, the processor may per-
form steps corresponding to the network device in the
foregoing method embodiment.

[0278] FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of an ex-
ample of a network device according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8, the network
device 500 includes:
a sending module 510, where the sending module 510
is configured to:

send the first pre-scheduling indication information
to a terminal device, where the first pre-scheduling
indication information is used to instruct the terminal
device to receive a first downlink data channel; and
send a downlink signal to the terminal device, where
the downlink signal includes the first downlink data
channel and at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information, and the at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information is used by the
terminal device to determine a time domain resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel in the
received downlink signal.

[0279] Optionally, the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information includes first post-scheduling
indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the first post-schedul-
ing indication information is used to indicate a time do-
main resource and/or a frequency domain resource oc-
cupied, in a first time period, by the first downlink data
channel in the downlink signal sent by the sending mod-
ule 510, the first time period is a time period from a mo-
ment at which the sending module 510 sends the down-
link signal to a moment at which the sending module 510
sends the first post-scheduling indication information,
and the first post-scheduling indication information is fur-
ther used to indicate that transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed.
[0280] Optionally, the first post-scheduling indication
information includes N pieces of occupation indication
information, the N pieces of occupation indication infor-
mation are in a one-to-one correspondence with N time
domain units occupied by the downlink signal sent by the
sending module 510, and each piece of occupation indi-
cation information is used to indicate whether a corre-
sponding time domain unit is used to transmit the first
downlink data channel.
[0281] Optionally, the first post-scheduling indication
information includes N3q pieces of occupation indication
information, the N3q pieces of occupation indication in-
formation are in a one-to-one correspondence with N3q
time-frequency resource units that include N time domain
units and q frequency domain units and that are occupied
by the downlink signal sent by the sending module 510,
and each piece of occupation indication information is
used to indicate whether a corresponding time domain
unit is used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
[0282] Optionally, the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation is further used to indicate a start detection lo-
cation at which the terminal device detects the first post-
scheduling indication information.
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[0283] Optionally, a jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information in the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information is located at a preset location
of a (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit occupied by the
downlink signal received by the terminal device, and the
jth piece of post-scheduling indication information is used
by the terminal device to determine a time domain re-
source and/or a frequency domain resource occupied, in
a jth time domain scheduling unit, by the first downlink
data channel in the received downlink signal, where j≥1.
[0284] Optionally, a jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information in the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information is located at a preset location
of a jth time domain scheduling unit occupied by the down-
link signal received by the terminal device, and the jth

piece of post-scheduling indication information is used
by the terminal device to determine a time domain re-
source and/or a frequency domain resource occupied, in
the jth time domain scheduling unit, by the first downlink
data channel in the received downlink signal, where j≥1.
[0285] Optionally, the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information includes first post-scheduling
indication information corresponding to the first pre-
scheduling indication information, the first post-schedul-
ing indication information is used to indicate that trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is completed,
and the first post-scheduling indication information is a
last piece of post-scheduling indication information in the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion.
[0286] Optionally, the first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation is used to indicate a size of a time domain re-
source allocated by the processing module included in
the network device to the first downlink data channel, so
that the terminal device determines, based on the time
domain resource size indicated by the first pre-schedul-
ing indication information and a size of the time domain
resource that is occupied by the first downlink data chan-
nel and that is determined by the terminal device accord-
ing to the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information, whether transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed.
[0287] Optionally, the jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information includes M pieces of occupation indi-
cation information, the M pieces of occupation indication
information are in a one-to-one correspondence with M
time domain units included in the jth time domain sched-
uling unit, and each piece of occupation indication infor-
mation is used to indicate whether a corresponding time
domain unit is used to transmit the first downlink data
channel.
[0288] Optionally, the jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information includes M3q pieces of occupation
indication information, the M3q pieces of occupation in-
dication information are in a one-to-one correspondence
with M3q time-frequency resource units that include M
time domain units and q frequency domain units and that
are included in the jth time domain scheduling unit, and

each piece of occupation indication information is used
to indicate whether a corresponding time domain unit is
used to transmit the first downlink data channel.
[0289] Optionally, the downlink signal further includes
second pre-scheduling indication information, and the
second pre-scheduling indication information is used to
instruct the terminal device to receive a second downlink
data channel.
[0290] Optionally, post-scheduling indication informa-
tion that is in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information and that is used by the terminal
device to determine that transmission of the downlink
data is completed is used to instruct the terminal device
to send a hybrid automatic repeat request HARQ time
domain resource.
[0291] It should be understood that the network device
500 herein is represented in a form of a function module.
The term "module" herein may be an application-specific
integrated circuit (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit,
ASIC), an electronic circuit, a processor (for example, a
shared processor, a dedicated processor, or a group
processor) configured to execute one or more software
or firmware programs and a memory, a combinational
logic circuit, and/or another proper component support-
ing the described functions. In an optional example, a
person skilled in the art may understand that the network
device 500 may be specifically the network device in the
foregoing embodiment, and the network device 500 may
be configured to perform procedures and/or steps corre-
sponding to the terminal device in the foregoing method
embodiment. To avoid repetition, details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0292] It should be noted that, the sending module 510
may correspond to a transceiver 610, and the transceiver
610 may implement various functions of the sending
module 510. FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of an-
other example of a network device according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 9,
the network device 600 includes:
a transceiver 610, a memory 620, and a processor 630.
Optionally, the terminal device 600 further includes a bus
system 640 that interconnects the processor 630, the
memory 620, and the transceiver 610. The memory 620
is configured to store an instruction. The processor 630
is configured to execute the instruction stored in the mem-
ory 620, to control the transceiver 610 to perform the
following operations:

sending the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion to a terminal device, where the first pre-sched-
uling indication information is used to instruct the ter-
minal device to receive a first downlink data channel;
and
sending a downlink signal to the terminal device,
where the downlink signal includes the first downlink
data channel and at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information, and the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information is
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used by the terminal device to determine a time do-
main resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel in the received downlink signal. For specific
descriptions of the processor 630 and the transceiver
610, refer to the related descriptions of the foregoing
function modules. For brevity, details are not de-
scribed herein again.

[0293] It should be understood that, the network device
600 may be specifically the network device in the fore-
going embodiment, and may be configured to perform
steps and/or procedures corresponding to the network
device in the foregoing method embodiment. Optionally,
the memory 620 may include a read-only memory and a
random access memory, and provide an instruction and
data for the processor. A part of the memory may further
include a non-volatile random access memory. For ex-
ample, the memory may further store device type infor-
mation. The processor 630 may be configured to execute
the instruction stored in the memory, and when the proc-
essor executes the instruction, the processor 630 may
perform steps corresponding to the network device in the
foregoing method embodiment.
[0294] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
processor may be a central processing unit (English: cen-
tral processing unit, CPU), a network processor (network
processor, NP), or a combination of a CPU and an NP.
The processor may further include a hardware chip. The
foregoing hardware chip may be an application-specific
integrated circuit (application-specific integrated circuit,
ASIC), a programmable logic device (programmable log-
ic device, PLD), or a combination thereof. The PLD may
be a complex programmable logic device (complex pro-
grammable logic device, CPLD for short), a field-pro-
grammable gate array (field-programmable gate array,
FPGA), a generic array logic (generic array logic, GAL),
or any combination thereof.
[0295] The transceiver can implement communication
between a mobile terminal device and another device or
a communications network.
[0296] The memory may include a read-only memory
and a random access memory, and provide an instruction
and data for the processor. A part of the processor may
further include a non-volatile random access memory.
For example, the processor may further store device type
information.
[0297] The bus system may include a power bus, a
control bus, a status signal bus, and the like in addition
to a data bus. For ease of indication, the bus system is
indicated by using only one bold line in the figure. How-
ever, it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0298] It should be understood that in the embodiments
of the present invention, "B corresponding to A" indicates
that B is associated with A, and B may be determined
according to A. However, it should further be understood
that determining B according to A does not mean that B
is determined according to A only; that is, B may also be

determined according to A and/or other information. It
should be understood that the term "and/or" in this spec-
ification describes only an association relationship for de-
scribing associated objects and represents that three re-
lationships may exist. For example, A and/or B may rep-
resent the following three cases: Only A exists, both A
and B exist, and only B exists. In addition, the character
"/" in this specification generally indicates an "or" rela-
tionship between the associated objects.
[0299] It should further be understood that sequence
numbers of the foregoing processes do not mean exe-
cution sequences in various embodiments of the present
invention. The execution sequences of the processes
should be determined according to functions and internal
logic of the processes, and should not be construed as
any limitation on the implementation processes of the
embodiments of the present invention.
[0300] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware
that, the units and algorithm steps in the examples de-
scribed with reference to the embodiments disclosed in
this specification may be implemented by electronic hard-
ware or a combination of computer software and elec-
tronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed by
hardware or software depends on particular applications
and design constraint conditions of the technical solu-
tions. A person skilled in the art may use different meth-
ods to implement the described functions for each par-
ticular application, but it should not be considered that
the implementation goes beyond the scope of the present
invention.
[0301] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the system,
apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding process in
the method embodiments. Details are not described
herein again.
[0302] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is merely an example. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented by using
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electrical, mechanical, or other forms.
[0303] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
according to actual needs to achieve the objectives of
the solutions of the embodiments.
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[0304] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of the present invention may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each of the units may exist alone phys-
ically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
[0305] It may be understood that for conciseness and
clarity of this application document, a technical feature
and a description in one of the embodiments is applicable
to other embodiments. For example, a technical feature
of the method embodiment is applicable to the apparatus
embodiment or another method embodiment, and details
are not described in other embodiments again.
[0306] When the functions are implemented in a form
of a software functional unit and sold or used as an in-
dependent product, the functions may be stored in a com-
puter-readable storage medium. Based on such an un-
derstanding, the technical solutions of the present inven-
tion essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art,
or some of the technical solutions may be implemented
in a form of a software product. The computer software
product is stored in a storage medium, and includes sev-
eral instructions for instructing a computer device (which
may be a personal computer, a server, a network device,
or the like) to perform all or some of the steps of the
methods described in the embodiments of the present
invention. The foregoing storage medium includes: any
medium that can store program code, such as a USB
flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory
(ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory
(RAM, Random Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an
optical disc.
[0307] The descriptions are only specific implementa-
tions of the present invention, but are not intended to limit
the protection scope of the present invention. Any vari-
ation or replacement readily figured out by a person
skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in
the present invention shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention. Therefore, the protection scope
of the present invention shall be subject to the protection
scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method for obtaining a downlink scheduling re-
source by a terminal device, wherein the method
comprises:

receiving first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion sent by a network device, wherein the first
pre-scheduling indication information is used to
instruct the terminal device to receive a first
downlink data channel;
receiving, according to the first pre-scheduling
indication information, a downlink signal sent by
the network device, wherein the downlink signal
sent by the network device comprises the first
downlink data channel; and
detecting at least one piece of post-scheduling

indication information in the downlink signal sent
by the network device, wherein the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information
is used by the terminal device to determine a
resource occupied by the first downlink data
channel in the received downlink signal.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

receiving higher layer signaling, wherein the
higher layer signaling comprises a first period
for detecting pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and/or a second period for detecting post-
scheduling indication information; and
the receiving first pre-scheduling indication in-
formation sent by a network device comprises:
receiving, by detecting pre-scheduling indica-
tion information based on the first period, the
first pre-scheduling indication information sent
by the network device; and/or the detecting at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation in the downlink signal sent by the net-
work device comprises: detecting the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion based on the second period.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein
the higher layer signaling further comprises a time
domain scheduling unit used for resource schedul-
ing.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information comprises first post-schedul-
ing indication information corresponding to the first
pre-scheduling indication information, the first post-
scheduling indication information is used to indicate
a resource occupied, in a first time period, by the first
downlink data channel in the downlink signal re-
ceived by the terminal device, the first time period is
a time period from a moment at which the terminal
device receives the downlink signal sent by the net-
work device to a moment at which the terminal device
successfully detects the first post-scheduling indica-
tion information, and the first post-scheduling indi-
cation information is further used to indicate that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is
completed.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the first
post-scheduling indication information comprises N
pieces of occupation indication information, the N
pieces of occupation indication information are in a
one-to-one correspondence with N time domain
units occupied by the downlink signal received by
the terminal device, and each piece of occupation
indication information is used to indicate whether a
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corresponding time domain unit is used to transmit
the first downlink data channel.

6. The method according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the
first pre-scheduling indication information is further
used to indicate a start detection location at which
the terminal device detects the first post-scheduling
indication information.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein a jth piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information is located at a preset location
of a (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit occupied by
the downlink signal received by the terminal device,
and the jth piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation is used by the terminal device to determine
a resource occupied, in a jth time domain scheduling
unit, by the first downlink data channel in the received
downlink signal, wherein j≥1.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the at least
one piece of post-scheduling indication information
comprises first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion corresponding to the first pre-scheduling indica-
tion information, and the first post-scheduling indi-
cation information is used to indicate that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is completed;
and
the first post-scheduling indication information is a
last piece of post-scheduling indication information
in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information.

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein the first
pre-scheduling indication information is used to in-
dicate a size of a resource allocated by the network
device to the first downlink data channel; and
the method further comprises:

determining, based on the resource size indicat-
ed by the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion and a size of the resource that is occupied
by the first downlink data channel and that is
determined by the terminal device according to
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indica-
tion information, whether transmission of the
first downlink data channel is completed; and
when it is determined that transmission of the
first downlink data channel is not completed,
continuing detecting post-scheduling indication
information.

10. The method according to any one of claims 7 to 9,
wherein the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information comprises M pieces of occupation indi-
cation information, the M pieces of occupation indi-
cation information are in a one-to-one correspond-

ence with M time domain units comprised in the jth

time domain scheduling unit, and each piece of oc-
cupation indication information is used by the termi-
nal device to determine whether a corresponding
time domain unit is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel.

11. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
wherein the method further comprises:
detecting second pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion in the downlink signal sent by the network device,
wherein the second pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation is used to instruct the terminal device to re-
ceive a second downlink data channel.

12. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 11,
wherein post-scheduling indication information that
is in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information and that is used by the terminal
device to determine that transmission of the downlink
data is completed is used to instruct the terminal de-
vice to send a hybrid automatic repeat request
HARQ resource.

13. A method for scheduling a downlink resource by a
network device, wherein the method comprises:

sending the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation to a terminal device, wherein the first pre-
scheduling indication information is used to in-
struct the terminal device to receive a first down-
link data channel; and
sending a downlink signal to the terminal device,
wherein the downlink signal comprises the first
downlink data channel and at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, and the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used by the terminal device to de-
termine a resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel in the received downlink signal.

14. The method according to claim 13, comprising:
sending higher layer signaling, wherein the higher
layer signaling comprises a first period for detecting
pre-scheduling indication information and/or a sec-
ond period for detecting post-scheduling indication
information.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein
the higher layer signaling further comprises a time
domain scheduling unit used for resource schedul-
ing.

16. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 15,
wherein the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information comprises first post-schedul-
ing indication information corresponding to the first
pre-scheduling indication information, the first post-
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scheduling indication information is used to indicate
a resource occupied, in a first time period, by the first
downlink data channel in the downlink signal sent by
the network device, the first time period is a time
period from a moment at which the network device
sends the downlink signal to a moment at which the
network device sends the first post-scheduling indi-
cation information, and the first post-scheduling in-
dication information is further used to indicate that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is
completed.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the first
post-scheduling indication information comprises N
pieces of occupation indication information, the N
pieces of occupation indication information are in a
one-to-one correspondence with N time domain
units occupied by the downlink signal sent by the
network device, and each piece of occupation indi-
cation information is used to indicate whether a cor-
responding time domain unit is used to transmit the
first downlink data channel.

18. The method according to claim 16 or 17, wherein the
first pre-scheduling indication information is further
used to indicate a start detection location at which
the terminal device detects the first post-scheduling
indication information.

19. The method according to claim 13, wherein a jth piece
of post-scheduling indication information in the at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation is located at a preset location of a (j+1)th time
domain scheduling unit occupied by the downlink
signal received by the terminal device, and the jth

piece of post-scheduling indication information is
used by the terminal device to determine a resource
occupied, in a jth time domain scheduling unit, by the
first downlink data channel in the received downlink
signal, wherein j≥1.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein the at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation comprises first post-scheduling indication in-
formation corresponding to the first pre-scheduling
indication information, the first post-scheduling indi-
cation information is used to indicate that transmis-
sion of the first downlink data channel is completed,
and the first post-scheduling indication information
is a last piece of post-scheduling indication informa-
tion in the at least one piece of post-scheduling in-
dication information.

21. The method according to claim 19, wherein the first
pre-scheduling indication information is used to in-
dicate a size of a resource allocated by the network
device to the first downlink data channel, so that the
terminal device determines, based on the resource

size indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication
information and a size of the resource that is occu-
pied by the first downlink data channel and that is
determined by the terminal device according to the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation, whether transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed.

22. The method according to any one of claims 19 to 21,
wherein the jth piece of post-scheduling indication
information comprises M pieces of occupation indi-
cation information, the M pieces of occupation indi-
cation information are in a one-to-one correspond-
ence with M time domain units comprised in the jth

time domain scheduling unit, and each piece of oc-
cupation indication information is used by the termi-
nal device to determine whether a corresponding
time domain unit is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel.

23. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 22,
wherein the downlink signal further comprises sec-
ond pre-scheduling indication information, and the
second pre-scheduling indication information is used
to instruct the terminal device to receive a second
downlink data channel.

24. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 23,
wherein post-scheduling indication information that
is in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information and that is used by the terminal
device to determine that transmission of the downlink
data is completed is used to instruct the terminal de-
vice to send a hybrid automatic repeat request
HARQ resource.

25. A terminal device, wherein the terminal device com-
prises:
a transceiver, a memory, and a processor, wherein
the memory is configured to store an instruction, and
the processor is configured to execute the instruction
stored in the memory, to control the transceiver to
perform the following operations:

receiving first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion sent by a network device, wherein the first
pre-scheduling indication information is used to
instruct the transceiver to receive a first downlink
data channel;
receiving, according to the first pre-scheduling
indication information, a downlink signal sent by
the network device, wherein the downlink signal
sent by the network device comprises the first
downlink data channel; and
detecting at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information in the downlink signal sent
by the network device, wherein the at least one
piece of post-scheduling indication information
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is used by the processor to determine a resource
occupied by the first downlink data channel in
the received downlink signal.

26. The terminal device according to claim 25, wherein
the processor is further configured to execute the
instruction stored in the memory, to control the trans-
ceiver to receive higher layer signaling, wherein the
higher layer signaling comprises a first period for de-
tecting pre-scheduling indication information and/or
a second period for detecting post-scheduling indi-
cation information; and
the receiving first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion sent by a network device comprises: receiving,
by detecting pre-scheduling indication information
based on the first period, the first pre-scheduling in-
dication information sent by the network device;
and/or the detecting at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information in the downlink signal
sent by the network device comprises: detecting the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation based on the second period.

27. The terminal device according to claim 25, wherein
the higher layer signaling further comprises a time
domain scheduling unit used for resource schedul-
ing.

28. The terminal device according to claim 25, wherein
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information comprises first post-scheduling indica-
tion information corresponding to the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, the first post-scheduling
indication information is used to indicate a resource
occupied, in a first time period, by the first downlink
data channel in the downlink signal sent by the net-
work device, the first time period is a time period from
a moment at which the network device sends the
downlink signal to a moment at which the network
device sends the first post-scheduling indication in-
formation, and the first post-scheduling indication in-
formation is further used to indicate that transmission
of the first downlink data channel is completed.

29. The terminal device according to claim 28, wherein
the first post-scheduling indication information com-
prises N pieces of occupation indication information,
the N pieces of occupation indication information are
in a one-to-one correspondence with N time domain
units occupied by the downlink signal sent by the
network device, and each piece of occupation indi-
cation information is used to indicate whether a cor-
responding time domain unit is used to transmit the
first downlink data channel.

30. The terminal device according to claim 28 or 29,
wherein the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion is further used to indicate a start detection loca-

tion at which the transceiver detects the first post-
scheduling indication information.

31. The terminal device according to any one of claims
25 to 27, wherein a jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information in the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information is located at a pre-
set location of a (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit
occupied by the downlink signal received by the
transceiver, and the jth piece of post-scheduling in-
dication information is used by the processor to de-
termine a resource occupied, in a jth time domain
scheduling unit, by the first downlink data channel in
the received downlink signal, wherein j≥1.

32. The terminal device according to claim 31, wherein
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information comprises first post-scheduling indica-
tion information corresponding to the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, and the first post-sched-
uling indication information is used to indicate that
transmission of the first downlink data channel is
completed; and
the first post-scheduling indication information is a
last piece of post-scheduling indication information
in the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information.

33. The terminal device according to claim 31, wherein
the first pre-scheduling indication information is used
to indicate a size of a resource allocated by the net-
work device to the first downlink data channel;
the processor is further configured to determine,
based on the resource size indicated by the first pre-
scheduling indication information and a size of the
resource that is occupied by the first downlink data
channel and that is determined according to the at
least one piece of post-scheduling indication infor-
mation, whether transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed; and
when the processor determines that transmission of
the first downlink data channel is not completed, the
processor controls the transceiver to continue de-
tecting post-scheduling indication information.

34. The terminal device according to any one of claims
31 to 33, wherein the jth piece of post-scheduling
indication information comprises M pieces of occu-
pation indication information, the M pieces of occu-
pation indication information are in a one-to-one cor-
respondence with M time domain units comprised in
the jth time domain scheduling unit, and each piece
of occupation indication information is used to indi-
cate whether a corresponding time domain unit is
used to transmit the first downlink data channel.

35. The terminal device according to any one of claims
25 to 34, wherein the processor is further configured
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to control the transceiver to detect second pre-
scheduling indication information in the downlink sig-
nal sent by the network device, wherein the second
pre-scheduling indication information is used by the
processor to determine whether a corresponding
time domain unit is used to transmit the first downlink
data channel.

36. The terminal device according to any one of claims
25 to 35, wherein post-scheduling indication infor-
mation that is in the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information and that is used by the
processor to determine that transmission of the
downlink data is completed is used to instruct the
transceiver to send a hybrid automatic repeat re-
quest HARQ resource.

37. A network device, wherein the network device com-
prises:
a transceiver, a memory, and a processor, wherein
the memory is configured to store an instruction, and
the processor is configured to execute the instruction
stored in the memory, to control the transceiver to
perform the following operations:

sending the first pre-scheduling indication infor-
mation to a terminal device, wherein the first pre-
scheduling indication information is used to in-
struct the terminal device to receive a first down-
link data channel; and
sending a downlink signal to the terminal device,
wherein the downlink signal comprises the first
downlink data channel and at least one piece of
post-scheduling indication information, and the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information is used by the terminal device to de-
termine a resource occupied by the first down-
link data channel in the received downlink signal.

38. The network device according to claim 37, wherein
the processor is further configured to execute the
instruction stored in the memory, to control the trans-
ceiver to send higher layer signaling, wherein the
higher layer signaling comprises a first period for de-
tecting pre-scheduling indication information and/or
a second period for detecting post-scheduling indi-
cation information.

39. The method according to claim 38, wherein
the higher layer signaling further comprises a time
domain scheduling unit used for resource schedul-
ing.

40. The network device according to any one of claims
37 to 39, wherein the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information comprises first
post-scheduling indication information correspond-
ing to the first pre-scheduling indication information,

the first post-scheduling indication information is
used to indicate a resource occupied, in a first time
period, by the first downlink data channel in the
downlink signal sent by the transceiver, the first time
period is a time period from a moment at which the
transceiver sends the downlink signal to a moment
at which the transceiver sends the first post-sched-
uling indication information, and the first post-sched-
uling indication information is further used to indicate
that transmission of the first downlink data channel
is completed.

41. The network device according to claim 40, wherein
the first post-scheduling indication information com-
prises N pieces of occupation indication information,
the N pieces of occupation indication information are
in a one-to-one correspondence with N time domain
units occupied by the downlink signal sent by the
transceiver, and each piece of occupation indication
information is used to indicate whether a correspond-
ing time domain unit is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel.

42. The network device according to claim 40 or 41,
wherein the first pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion is further used to indicate a start detection loca-
tion at which the terminal device detects the first post-
scheduling indication information.

43. The network device according to any one of claims
37 to 39, wherein a jth piece of post-scheduling indi-
cation information in the at least one piece of post-
scheduling indication information is located at a pre-
set location of a (j+1)th time domain scheduling unit
occupied by the downlink signal received by the ter-
minal device, and the jth piece of post-scheduling
indication information is used by the terminal device
to determine a resource occupied, in a jth time do-
main scheduling unit, by the first downlink data chan-
nel in the received downlink signal, wherein j≥1.

44. The network device according to claim 43, wherein
the at least one piece of post-scheduling indication
information comprises first post-scheduling indica-
tion information corresponding to the first pre-sched-
uling indication information, the first post-scheduling
indication information is used to indicate that trans-
mission of the first downlink data channel is complet-
ed, and the first post-scheduling indication informa-
tion is a last piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation in the at least one piece of post-scheduling
indication information.

45. The network device according to claim 43, wherein
the first pre-scheduling indication information is used
to indicate a size of a resource allocated by the proc-
essor to the first downlink data channel, so that the
terminal device determines, based on the resource
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size indicated by the first pre-scheduling indication
information and a size of the resource that is occu-
pied by the first downlink data channel and that is
determined by the terminal device according to the
at least one piece of post-scheduling indication in-
formation, whether transmission of the first downlink
data channel is completed.

46. The network device according to any one of claims
43 to 45, wherein the jth piece of post-scheduling
indication information comprises M pieces of occu-
pation indication information, the M pieces of occu-
pation indication information are in a one-to-one cor-
respondence with M time domain units comprised in
the jth time domain scheduling unit, and each piece
of occupation indication information is used by the
terminal device to determine whether a correspond-
ing time domain unit is used to transmit the first down-
link data channel.

47. The network device according to any one of claims
37 to 46, wherein the downlink signal further com-
prises second pre-scheduling indication information,
and the second pre-scheduling indication informa-
tion is used to instruct the terminal device to receive
a second downlink data channel.

48. The network device according to any one of claims
37 to 47, wherein post-scheduling indication infor-
mation that is in the at least one piece of post-sched-
uling indication information and that is used by the
terminal device to determine that transmission of the
downlink data is completed is used to instruct the
terminal device to send a hybrid automatic repeat
request HARQ resource.

49. A readable storage medium, wherein the readable
storage medium stores a program, and when the pro-
gram is executed, steps of the method according to
any one of claims 1 to 24 are performed.

50. A communications apparatus, comprising:
hardware related to a program instruction, wherein
the hardware is configured to perform steps of the
method according to any one of claims 1 to 24.
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